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Chapter 181: Law after Apocalypse 

One Blade Xu finally cleared his mind of any rage he felt when he was punched. He is not an idiot. He 

knows of Lei Cheng’s plan, and must endure this humiliation. If not, Lei Cheng will give him a hard time. 

Although Big Knife Clan leader sounds good, in the eyes of Lei Cheng, it is no better than a dog. 

“Do not make any trouble here. If there is a next time, we will escort you out.” Fu Ming glared at Yue 

Zhong. Then he led his subordinate out. 

One Blade Xu sucked in a deep breath, and with great difficulties, humbled himself as he apologised to 

Yue Zhong. “Sorry, it is my fault for not teaching my woman!” 

Although One Blade Xu had apologised, it did not clear the resentment in his heart. 

“Look after your woman properly!” Yue Zhong did not even put One Blade Xu in his eyes, as he walked 

off with Gu Yan Yi [1]. 

“Let’s go!” One Blade Xu had lost a lot of face in his skirmish with Yue Zhong, and had no face to remain 

in the same area. He pulled An Yan Hua towards a corner of the banquet. At this moment, the looks of 

pity on each and every man’s face were like daggers stabbing into his body. 

Sky Wang is relatively thick-skinned, and did not care about the looks of the men as he mingled with the 

crowd with Zhang Yan. Although Zhang Yan face has swollen, she was able to socialise well with the rich 

ladies as they eased into polite gossip and chatter. 

Yue Zhong met a lot of people he recognised in this banquet. 

Gu Fei Fei, Ning Zi Xuan, Ma Bu, Gu Li and Zhang Yang [2] entered the villa next, followed by four more 

women. 

The four women were dressed in evening gowns and look absolutely stunning as the heads of several 

men turned to look at them. These four of women sat next to four men, and engaged the men in lively 

conversations. Soon, the sound of laughter and chatter from these group of beautiful women liven up 

the heavy atmosphere. 

Ning Zi Xuan was immaculately dressed, and well-groomed. From his looks, no one could tell his 

personality would change that much when he was drunk 

Gu Fei Fei was dressed in a purple night gown. Her face has some light makeup, and made her look a bit 

more matured. With her thick, sexy lips, it give her a wild, matured charm. 

Seeing Yue Zhong walking over towards her, Gu Fei Fei’s face seemed to break into a strange smile as 

she said: “Yue Zhong, you had really created a big storm.” 

Gu Fei Fei has seen how Yue Zhong had taught One Blade Xu a lesson. One Blade Xu and Sky Wang were 

very proud men and did not even put her dad Flame King Gu in their eyes. But they submitted to Yue 

Zhong so easily. She could not help to but take a dig at Yue Zhong. 
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“You flattered me.” Yue Zhong just shrugged and did not seemed to care as he sat on the sofa, and 

helped himself to an apple. 

Gu Fei Fei looked at Ji Qing Wu who was standing next to Yue Zhong. She seemed unhappy as she asked: 

“Where is Fang Chu? Why isn’t she here with you? It has been but a few days, and you already changed 

your woman? You changed your woman like you change clothes.” 

Gu Yan Yi heard his sister’s sharp remarks and immediately said in a strict voice: “Fei Fei, mind your 

manners!” 

Gu Yan Yi is not a man who did not understand the current situation. Yue Zhong is now a man who holds 

the envy and fear of the men in LongHai Survivor Camp. He has 3000 survivors, weapons that are not 

inferior to the military, and many evolvers under his command. Although their father, Flame King Gu, is 

a man with some power in LongHai Survivor Camp, his might could not be compared with Yue Zhong’s 

strength. 

Gu Fei Fei may be rebellious, but she is not stupid. As soon as the words left her mouth, she already felt 

a tinge of regret. But she could take back the words that she had already said. Therefore, she 

immediately apologised to Yue Zhong. 

The scene of Yue Zhong teaching One Blade Xu had left a mark of fear in Gu Fei Fei’s heart as she re-

evaluated her attitude towards Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong just smiled, and did not intend to pursue the matter. “It’s all right!” 

From their first meeting, Yue Zhong knew that Gu Fei Fei’s character is a bit rebellious. He had purposely 

picked a fight with One Blade Xu to show off his might so that others dare not offend him. 

After the apocalypse, all order had collapsed, and a new law was formed from the chaos – the law of the 

jungle. Or the survival of the fittest. The weak will be bullied time and time again by the strong. To 

survive in this world, you need to show your strength. 

In the LongHai survival camp, there were many factions fighting for power. If Yue Zhong had not 

displayed his feat of strength, many people would think he is weak and try to take his advantage. Many 

people will try to challenge him time and time again as they probed his strength in a struggle for power. 

Even if Yue Zhong is relatively strong, but there were many factions. Like a pack of hungry wolves, they 

would work together and tear him apart if he shown the slightest trace of weakness. 

By displaying his powers, no one dares to challenge him anymore. 

Gu Fei Fei was just impulsive, and Yue Zhong would not turn the cheek on her just for her slip of the 

tongue. 

Gu Yan Yi looked at Yue Zhong and asked “Yue Zhong, do you think we can defend LongHai Survivor 

Camp?” 

Hearing Gu Yan Yi’s words, Ning Zi Xuan and the rest of the men in the surrounding area all looked 

towards Yue Zhong. It is an open secret that a massive number of zombies from Shan Lin County are 

headed towards LongHai Survivor Camp. The issue in most people’s heart is whether LongHai Survivor 

Camp can be defended from the zombie attack. 



If it is impossible to defend, then all of them need to make preparations. Otherwise, they would die in 

the zombie attack. 

Among all the men in the villa, only Yue Zhong had brought soldiers to fight against the zombies and 

freed two villages. He words are the most trustworthy among all the men here. 

Yue Zhong considered for a while before replying. “There is only a 20% chance of us successfully 

defending the base. This assessment of 20% is only if each and every one of you are willing to join and 

fight together as one. If we do not unite, then we don’t have even have 10% chance of successfully 

defending this base.” 

Ning Zi Xuan interrupted: “It is not possible, right? Yue Zhong, last time Lei Cheng just brought one camp 

of men and he manage to clear Qing Yan County (Qing Yan County is where the LongHai Survivor Camp 

is located in). But now that he had more than one camp of soldiers. And the LongHai Survivor Camp also 

have so many men. How come you feel that it is not possible to defend LongHai Survivor Camp.” 

Shortly after the apocalypse, Lei Cheng had just used two platoons of soldiers and managed to clear the 

Qing Yan County, and set up the LongHai Survivor Camp. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that most of 

the people here believed that LongHai Survivor Camp can be defended. 

Yue Zhong explained: “The zombies are continuously evolving. I think all of you know this. This time, 

there are over 100,000 zombies. The number of zombies that have evolved twice would be in the mid-

hundreds range. The number of zombies that have evolved just once would be in the range of several 

thousand. Among the zombies, there are commander zombies with high intelligence that organise these 

zombies into a powerful army. With a commander, all the zombies are at least ten times more 

formidable then previous.” 

“As for us, we have expanded most of the ammunition. Looking at the big picture, I think that it would 

be very difficult to defend LongHai Survivor camp. “ 

After listening to Yue Zhong’s words, all the men were stunned in silence. If Yue Zhong’s words can be 

trusted, then the Survivor Camp would be in great danger. 

While most of the men were mulling over Yue Zhong’s words, Lei Cheng and his son, Lei Sheng, walked 

into the banquet hall with several military evolvers. 

Once Lei Cheng walked to the stage, all the lights in the room were turned off, except for a ray of light 

shining at him. 

“Thank you for coming to this banquet” Lei Cheng was wearing a military uniform. Looking at the smiling 

man who seemed to be full of heroic spirit, no one was able to tell from his appearance that he is a 

narrow-minded and petty man, and excel in backstabbing others. 

Chapter 182: Conference of the Three Big Powers 

After speaking some polite words, Lei Cheng immediately drove straight into the main issue: “I think all 

of you should know by now. There is a 100,000 zombie army that is approaching us from Shang Lin 

County. Now our Survival Camp has reached a point where its survival is at stake. I hope everyone will 

be able to put down their grudges and join hands together to fight against this threat.” 
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Lei Cheng seemed to be a naturally born actor as he said: “If we humans can join hands together, we will 

be able to defeat the zombies. Right now, right here, I swear in front of all of you. I swear that our 

military will fight to protect everyone. I, myself, will fight alongside each and every one of you, and live 

and die with LongHai Survivor Camp. 

After Lei Cheng finished his speech, there is a sound of thunderous applause from the audience. 

The fact that there are over 100,000 zombies from Shang Lin County that are making their way towards 

LongHai Survivor Camp is not a secret. If not for the support of the military and government officials 

who chose to make a stand in LongHai Survival Camp, most if not all of these survivors would have fled 

at the first whiff of this news. 

Truth to be told, most of the survivors had wanted to flee and leave the camp. Nobody is willing to stay. 

However, a majority of the survivors do not have much stamina and strength to do so. After entering 

LongHai Survivor Camp, they did not have much food to eat, and were often hungry. As a result, even if 

they managed to leave the survivor camp, they do not have the energy to go too far. 

In the survivor camp, almost all the weapons and tools attained from the [System] must be handed over 

the government, military or various faction heads. The regular survivors do not have any equipment to 

protect themselves. Even if they want to flee, they will not be able to survive out there without any tools 

to defend themselves with. 

Lei Cheng’s words brought hope and reduced the anxiety of many heads of factions. Lei Cheng had 

control of a full camp of soldiers, and eight IFVs, giving them more confidence. 

Hearing the thunderous applause, Lei Cheng finally revealed his true colours: “In this time of danger, we 

cannot allow conflicts among the various factions. We need to unite, and stand together to overcome 

this crisis. But it is not possible to do so with a strong leader. To ensure that every one will work 

together, we should choose a leader that will bring everyone to lead everyone to overcome this 

danger.” 

As soon as Lei Cheng has finished speaking, Sky Wang immediately said in a loud voice: “Commander Lei 

Cheng is right! As he said if we all remain distributed like grains of sands, we have no hope of standing 

against the zombie army. We need to choose a leader to ensure that all of us fight together as one and 

overcome the zombie horde. I elect Commander Lei Cheng as our leader to direct this battle.” 

One Blade Xu announced: “Commander Lei is not wrong. We cannot continue like this. I second the 

nomination of having Commander Lei Cheng as the leader of the expedition against the zombies.” 

Among the men in the villa, there were also about ten others who supported Commander Lei Cheng as 

the leader. 

But the rest of the other faction leaders chose to remain silent. They knew about having a single 

commander would be of great help to fight against the massive army of 100,000 zombies. But none of 

them was willing to be directed under the command of Lei Cheng. 

Knowing Lei Cheng and his methods, Lei Cheng would surely send them to the frontlines without regards 

for their life. Even if the zombies were repelled, almost all or all of their men would undoubtedly die in 

battle. Without men, their power will be greatly reduced. 



Each of these men hoped to conserve their forces and power. To these men, it would be best if others 

and the zombies were both gravely injured in this battle. Only then will they step in to reap the harvest. 

Seeing that many of the men in the villa had chosen to remain silent, his eyebrow twitched. But he 

continued to smile as he announced: “Since everyone had supported me, I will step up and take 

leadership of all of you, and make sure everyone can overcome this crisis.” 

Seeing that Lei Cheng just assumed leadership on his own without their approval, each of the leaders of 

the factions was appalled. They glanced at one another, and their eyes seemed to speak volumes. But 

not a single one of them dared to object to Lei Cheng’s seizure of power. 

Lei Cheng represents the Military, and is the strongest power within LongHai Survivor Camp. He not only 

had a camp full of soldiers, but he also had supported many factions such as Big Knife Clan and Green 

Wolves Clan from behind the scenes. It is rumoured that he has close to of one-sixth of the population 

of LongHai Survival Camp working with him. 

Among the rest of the men, only Yue Zhong has the power to challenge Lei Cheng for the post of the 

leader. If Yue Zhong did not object, none of the men is willing to jump out and face the wrath of the Lei 

Cheng. After all, Lei Cheng is a narrow-minded man and will get back at them in some way or another. 

Gu Fei Fei was in a panic as she quickly asked Yue Zhong: “Yue Zhong, why didn’t you speak up? Right 

now, only you have the power to stop Lei Cheng.” 

Gu Fei Fei is not stupid. She knew that once all the powers had been united under Lei Cheng, her 

father’s group’s power will be greatly reduced after the fight with the zombies. It is also possible that Lei 

Cheng will swallow the entire power. 

The only one who can stop Lei Cheng from uniting all the factions under his despotic rule is the man who 

is sitting in front of her – Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong looked that Lei Cheng who was standing high on the stage. He calmly replied to Gu Fei Fei. 

“Lei Cheng is not wrong. Only if all the factions work together can we overcome this crisis. Scattered 

grains of sands could not even hope to stop the massive numbers of zombie. Did you not noticed that 

not even a single government official attempt to stop him? If I am not wrong, they have already made an 

agreement with Lei Cheng, and approved of his action. Right now, our biggest enemy is not Lei Cheng, 

but rather, it is the zombies.” 

Although Yue Zhong did not like Lei Cheng’s character, at this moment, Lei Cheng is the only one that 

could unite all the various factions and powers in LongHai Survivor Camp. Yue Zhong strength is not 

inferior to Lei Cheng, but he is an outsider. Both the government and military in LongHai will not allow 

him to take control of the various factions in LongHai Survivor Camp. 

Yue Zhong could only close an eye to his dislike of Lei Cheng in the interest of the bigger picture – the 

army of zombies that will be attacking the survivor camp. LongHai Survival Camp has less than 7,000 

survivors, and not of all these survivors are willing to fight. In contrast, the army of 100,000 zombies is 

united. Each and every one of the various factions and powers in LongHai Survivor Camp must stand 

united if they were to survive. 

Yue Zhong could only watch in silent as Lei Cheng united the various factions under his banner. 



Gu Yan Yi broke out in a bitter smile, and stopped Gu Fei Fei from saying anything else. “Fei Fei, stop it! 

Yue Zhong is not wrong. Right now, our mutual enemy is the zombie horde. If the zombies breach our 

defences, we will lose everything. Lei Cheng is not a good person, but he is he only one with the 

qualifications to unite the various factions and powers in LongHai Survivor Camp.” 

Ning Zi Xuan and the rest of the men also kept quiet. After Lei Cheng had united the various factions in 

LongHai Survivor Camp, his power will grow by leaps and bounds. The government will be greatly 

pressurised. But as Gu Yan Yi had pointed out, if LongHai Survivor Camp is overrun with zombies, they 

will lose everything. 

The scenario of the day of the apocalypse was all chaos break loose reappeared in the minds of these 

men. 

Lei Cheng glanced at Yue Zhong, and saw that Yue Zhong had no intention of standing out to challenge 

his leadership. He smiled in happiness, and announced: “Now that everyone is one family, some words 

are better said in advance. Right now we are in a crisis. A refusal to listen to orders may lead to the 

destruction of our camp. If anyone dares to disobey my orders, they will be punished under military law. 

I hope all of you are well-prepared (to follow my orders).” 

Sky Wang and One Blade Xu dared not to be rash with Yue Zhong a moment ago as they were worried 

about spoiling Lei Cheng’s chance of assuming leadership. If Yue Zhong had chosen to step up, it is 

debatable if Lei Cheng would win the support of the men. 

Once Lei Cheng is angered, Sky Wang and One Blade Xu will be killed. After all, there are many more 

men who are willing to be Lei Cheng dogs. 

Listening to Lei Cheng’s words, each of leaders of various factions within LongHai Survivor Camp also felt 

a chill. But not a single one of them dared to say a word. Even the government did not say a word. Yue 

Zhong also did not stand out. Of course, they would not dare to say anything. They all knew that Lei 

Cheng would not hesitate to kill the first one who step out as an example to silence the rest of the 

critics. No one is willing to be the one who step out and made an example of. 

Lei Sheng walked towards Yue Zhong, look at Ji Qing Wu, and politely invited Yue Zhong: “Captain Yue, 

my father invited you for a short discussion.” 

“Excuse me!” 

Yue Zhong followed Lei Sheng towards a room inside the villa. 

Lei Sheng led Yue Zhong towards a secret room, and then left him. 

In the secret room was Lei Cheng and Chen Jian Feng. 

Lei Cheng smiled as he saw Yue Zhong, and introduced himself: “You are Yue Zhong? I am Lei Cheng.” 

Looking at Lei Cheng, Yue Zhong eyes seemed to flash with a strange light, but he smiled and said, 

“Pleased to meet you, Commander Lei!” 

Now that the two strongest men in LongHai Survivor Camp are seated in front of him, Yue Zhong would 

only need to reach out and could kill them at his leisure. But he did not do so. Because he is aware that if 



he kills them, the entire LongHai Survivor will erupt in chaos. Right now the most pressing issue is still 

the zombies. 

As well, being the heads of the respective factions in LongHai Survivor Camp, they should have some 

[System] equipment that will enable them to protect themselves. If Yue Zhong failed to assassinate 

them, the Survivor Camp would also be in chaos. 

Lei Cheng is a cunning man. He tried to test Yue Zhong’s loyalty to him by asking: “Yue Zhong, what did 

you think of one commander commanding all the men?” 

Yue Zhong seemed to be thinking over his question, before he finally said: “Having one commander is a 

very good thing. It can unite all units to combat the zombies. Commander Lei is really superb today. In 

one move, you have for uniting all the factions and powers in LongHai Survivor Camp under your 

leadership. During the time of war, I am sure that they will be a great asset in battling the zombies.” 

Yue Zhong had avoided mentioning his forces in his reply. Also, in saying that Commander Lei had united 

all the factions and powers in LongHai Survivor Camp, he is implying that his forces are not under the 

command of Lei Cheng. After all, his forces are not a faction nor power within LongHai survivor camp. 

Lei Cheng is not a fool, having played politics for years. He could infer what Yue Zhong is saying from his 

speech. He looked very unhappy and tried to grab Yue Zhong’s power by saying: “Yue Zhong, you are 

willing to bring soldiers to support our camp. This indicated that you were a man who has his country in 

his heart, and a hero who is willing to fight to protect his fellow man and country. Right now, you should 

be aware of the situation. If we cannot stand together as one, it would be impossible to fight against the 

100,000 throng of zombies. 

Only by having a single chain of command can we maximise the use of troops to defeat the zombies. I 

hope you can reconsider the big picture, and follow my orders. Let us fight as one to protect the 

citizens.” 

Lei Cheng was hoping that Yue Zhong will gift command of his soldier to him. Yue Zhong forces were 

quite strong, and is very good cannon fodqder. 

Yue Zhong just ignored Lei Cheng words and immediately state his terms and conditions. “3,000 tonnes 

of food, 100,000 ammunition, 30 Tang Imitation Swords, 20 newbie staff, 5 tonnes of petrol. If you want 

me and my men to fight against the zombie with all I have, you must give me all these items. If you 

don’t, I will immediately take all my men with me and leave the camp.” 

Lei Cheng’s face become green with rage as he barked out: “You are taking advantage of the situation to 

rob us!” 

Yue Zhong just coldly replied. “I have no relationship with this camp. Why do I need to bring my men 

and I to fight with these zombies and die? I am just a mercenary group that you hire to bring my troops 

to fight with you. The fact that I am willing to risk my life for your camp is already an act of mercy. As a 

mercenary group, did you really expect me to expend my own food and ammunition supplies to fight for 

you for free? Are you still dreaming? “ 



As far as Yue Zhong is concerned, all the talk that Lei Cheng had said is nothing but bullshit. If he really 

becomes the hero as spoken by Lei Cheng, the only fate waiting for him is the life of a vagabond. After 

Lei Cheng had used him, Lei Cheng would not hesitate to discard him. 

Yue Zhong was willing to bring his troop to help the survivor camp is because of the 6,000 survivors. He 

did not come here to die. If Lei Cheng tries to use him and his troops as cannon folder, he will 

immediately forget about defending the camp, and retreat. 

If there are insufficient ammunition, in the future all of Yue Zhong’s troops could only engage in close 

combat with the zombies. Even if each of Yue Zhong’s men took down 100 zombies before being slain, 

Yue Zhong would feel very heartbroken. After the apocalypse, each man is a valuable resource, and an 

elite troop is even more valuable. 

After listening to Yue Zhong’s speech, the room temperature seemed to drop by several degrees. All 

three men did not say another word, and just watched each other silently. 

Chen Jian Fong broke the silence as he gave in partially: “Yue Zhong, your demands are too excessive. 

3000 tonnes of food and newbie staff I can give to you. But I can only provide 10 Tang Imitation Swords, 

30,000 ammo, and 2 tonnes of petrol. This is already the best we can give. I cannot give you any more 

than that.” 

Ammo and petrol are both valuable resources. 30,000 ammo and 2 tonnes of petrol are not a small sum. 

Chen Jian Feng could not give Yue Zhong so many items before the fight with the zombies. 

Yue Zhong seemed to consider before nodding his head. “All right. Considering your relationship with 

Chen Yao, I will give you some face today.” 

After Yue Zhong had agreed to fight the zombies together with LongHai Survivor Camp, the atmosphere 

in the room seemed to brighten up. Each of the three men had their own reasons for wanting to defend 

the camp but all of them were united in this. 

After this discussion, Lei Cheng also knew that he had no say in directing Yue Zhong’s army. Both of 

them were only working together. 

Chen Jian Feng knew that Yue Zhong had already scouted out the zombies. He asked, “Yue Zhong, what 

did you think about the fight against the zombies this time?” 

“It is going to be a very hard fight. Today I have just investigated the zombies’ movement. They were 

continuously increasing their numbers by absorbing all the zombies from the surrounding regions. I 

guess that after ten days, when they reach here, we will be facing a massive sea of zombies that 

numbered over 120,000 and above.” 

“May I suggest that we recruit all the men in this survivor camp, and train them. Then we arm them with 

weapons and have them fight the zombies. This is the only way we can protect the camp.” 

In Big Cliff Village, I have a steel factory that can produce 150 machetes and 150 shields a day. If I focus 

on production on machetes, I can increase the output to 300 machetes a day. After ten days, I should 

have 3000 machetes. This is enough to arm 3000 survivors. If you want, I can sell each machete to you 

for 50 bullets each. 3000 machete is 150,000 bullets.” 



Although Yue Zhong hopes that the survivor camp can overcome this crisis, he is not willing to give out 

his weapons for free. Big Cliff Village was taken with great difficulties. As well, making each machete 

requires a lot of effort. He will not give them away at a loss. 

The survivor camp has close to 7000 people. About half of these are able-bodied men. If Chen Jian Feng 

is willing to issue an emergency order, he will be able to get 3000 more men to fight against the 

zombies. 

Chapter 183: Arrival of the Zombies 

After listening to Yue Zhong’s words, Chen Jian Feng’s and Lei Cheng’s eyes seemed to shine with a 

bright light, then go dark again. This is a good idea, but 150,000 ammo is not a small sum. They were 

unwilling to give so many bullets to Yue Zhong. 

Chen Jian Feng seemed to consider for a moment before he said: “No way! We do not have so many 

ammunitions to barter with you in exchange for the machetes. How about this, I will arrange for 1,000 

survivors for you to train, and you will arm these men. These 1,000 survivors will be your man from now 

on. As an exchange, you gift us with 1,000 machetes. “ 

Yes Zhong nodded and agreed without a thought: “Sure!” 

Previously, the survivor camp had restricted Yue Zhong from recruiting more men, and continuously 

inferred when Chen Shi Tou was trying to recruit more men. Even now, Yue Zhong finds it hard to gather 

more men to his camp. 

The survivor camp lacks weapons, while Yue Zhong’s team lack men. Now that Chen Jian Feng had taken 

out 1,000 survivors to exchange for 1,000 machetes, both parties had engaged in a win-win situation. 

Yue Zhong continued: “But these 1,000 survivors, I only want young and healthy men. “ 

After the apocalypse, regardless if it is men or women, both are valuable resources. Men are usually, but 

not always, stronger than women, and trend to make better warriors [C2]. Women can do what men 

can’t: give birth to children and increase the population. But right now, Yue Zhong needs more fighters. 

Therefore, he chooses what he thought made better warriors – young and healthy men. 

Translator notes: 

It would not matter if they were young and healthy man or middle-aged man or woman, mate. They all 

can fight. One hit from a zombie will result in zombie virus. 

Chen Jian Feng’s eyebrows twitched. He actually wanted to take advantage of Yue Zhong, by sending 

1,000 old folks and the sick to Yue Zhong. On one hand, he could save on food supplies. On the other 

hand, he could prevent Yue Zhong from getting stronger. But Yue Zhong did not take the bait, and 

immediately asked for man who could directly fight. 

Chen Jian Feng reconsidered, and re-negotiate: “I give you 500 young men, 700 women and 600 

children.” 

In the age of apocalypse, the children only eat up the food supplies and are a liability. In this survivor 

camp, the food is insufficient, and the living conditions suck. Many children will mysteriously disappear 
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or are captured by men for carnal pleasures. Chen Jian Feng knows that Yue Zhong treats the kids 

relatively well, and wish to hand over the kids to Yue Zhong’s side. 

It is because of these 600 children that Chen Jian Feng offered to give 200 more women more than the 

agreed amount of 1,000 survivors. 

“Ok”, Yue Zhong had seen through what Chen Jian Feng was thinking of, and did not press Chen Jian 

Feng further. 

Right now, the situation is not very favourable for all parties, and Chen Jian Feng had already shown 

some sincerely. Yue Zhong did not want to pressurise them too much. After all, both sides have a 

common enemy. 

Yue Zhong said: “I have a personal request: I hope that the survivor camp can allow all survivors to have 

enough to eat during these ten days. If needed, we can round them up and enable them to fight against 

the zombie as a last resort.” 

The majority of the survivors in the camp in the camp seldom have enough food to eat and have no 

strength to fight. If this goes on, after the zombie breached the gates, these survivors do not even have 

the strength to flee or fight back. 

LongHai survivor camp may have jointly captured the granary in Shang Lin county and received a lot of 

food. But there is no new supply of food as the seeds could not germinate. The Survivor camp only allow 

survivors to drink some watery porridge to preserve their lives. Most of the survivors were hungry until 

they were nothing more than skin and bones. In the entire camp, other than the men from the special 

administrative region, there is no fat people. 

Translator notes: 

What about Lei Cheng? He is fat like a pig. He lives in the military camp and not the S.A.R 

Chen Jiang Feng considered for a moment, and then he agreed. 

But he was thinking “If we allow the survivors to eat, then they can work faster and harder to build 

barricade and walls. In this way, the main force can focus on attacking the enemy instead of creating 

these trenches, saving time and effort.” 

The three parties struck an agreement, and all of them left the secret room. 

The next day, 500 men, 700 women and 600 kids were rounded up by Chen Jian Feng and handed over 

to Yue Zhong’s side. 

Yue Zhong immediately sent the women and children to Big Cliff Village and Stone Horse Village. 

At the same time, Big Cliff Village continuously delivered machetes in batches to Yue Zhong and Chen 

Jian Feng. 

Chen Jian Feng also rounded up 1,000 men and handed these men to Lei Cheng. 

Lei Cheng assigned military trainers to train these men. He does not require these men to become elite 

fighting troops, but just hope they would be of some use against the zombies. 



Also, Chen Jian Feng also rounded up all the remaining men to dig holes and trenches, and there were 

many trenches surrounding the camp. 

The zombies are stupid and attack in swarms. Although these holes are useless against human, but it 

should trap several hundreds of zombies. 

From Shang Lin County to the Survivor Camp, there is nowhere to defend in safety. Yue Zhong did not 

wish to engage the zombies in an open field, where they had the advantage of numbers. Even he had 

several IFVs, the zombies have numerous H1 zombies that could blow these vehicles apart. If there are 

trenches, this will make it easier for the defenders. 

The evolved zombies had complicated matters. If it just regular zombies, 100 IFVs with enough ammo 

should be sufficient to destroy these rubbishes. But with the evolved zombies like H1 zombies, they 

could fight back. 

Ten days later, Yue Zhong was looking out of the wall of the camp when he heard a sharp cry from Little 

Greenie. Yue Zhong turned pale, and told Kong Tianyu: “The zombies are here, inform all of them to 

retreat inside the city walls.” 

Kong Tianyu immediately left and carried out the command. 

All the people who were digging trenches outside quickly and fearfully rushed through the doors of the 

camp. 

In the mad scramble to get back to the city, several men were knocked onto the floor and trampled to 

death by the horde of men. Nobody cared about those who died. Everyone was focused on their own 

safety as they rushed into the city. There was no order, and no queue as everyone jostled to get to 

safety. 

At the gates, it quickly became chaotic as there were sounds of scuffles, crying and shouting. The 

zombies had not even appeared, but the survivors were already in a state of Chaos. 

After a while, the survivors finally had some resemble of order under the leadership of the government 

officials, and entered into the city. 

The survivors had just entered the city when the sentries on duty at the city wall notice the horde of 

zombies. 

When they saw the sea of zombie that seemed to sweep aside all in its path, all the men on the city 

walls could not help feeling scared. There zombie horde was very massive, and seemed to be never 

ending, and it brings with it a feeling that could swallow everything in its path as it creeped towards 

LongHai Survivor camp. 

Seeing the approach of these legions of zombies, almost everyone turned pale and began to shook 

uncontrollably. 

Once they thought that they must engage the zombie that were as numerous as colonies of ants, many 

of the men were frightened out of their wits. 

Only Yue Zhong’s elite team of men who had fought against the zombies on numerous occasions could 

look at the sea of zombie with a keen and calm eyes. 



Even the 700 men who just been trained by Yue Zhong’s team immediately turned pale, and they 

trembled uncontrollably. 

With each step the sea of zombies advance, the more pressure the men on the walls felt. If not for the 

6m tall wall, almost all the men would be scared senseless and have long fled. 

“Captain Yue, there are surely more than 100,000 zombies?” Kong Tianyu, who was standing by Yue 

Zhong’s side, remarked. His face looked very grim. 

The number of zombies was much more than when Yue Zhong first encountered them. It was like the 

march of a colony of army ants. The zombie horde in Big Cliff village could not be compared to this 

threat. 

“I think so” Yue Zhong also felt a suffocating pressure from the number of zombies. Seeing the sea of 

zombies, even with the wall, he had no confidence in successfully defending the camp. 

Although there were 6,000 survivors in the camp, those who have the courage to fight against the 

zombie numbered less than 1,000. 

1,000 vs 100,000. Each man must kill 100 or more zombies. This is really mission impossible! 

Luckily the Z series of zombies were not too smart. They only know of one tactic: To overwhelm with 

numbers. 

As they proceed forwards, Chen Jian Feng’s trap of building trenches and holes went to work. Each 

zombie that fell into the trap ended up falling prone. Then the zombies behind them continued to fall 

into the pit on top of them and so on, crushing the ones at the bottom of the pit. 

This continues until each trench was filled to the brim with the bodies of zombies. Then the zombie 

horde behind will step on the corpses of the fallen to cross each trench. 

With the massive number of zombies crushing those who had fallen, those that fell into the trap never 

got up again. 

About 2,000 zombies were stuck in the trenches, and their corpses were used to fill the trenches. But 

the throngs of zombies did not even faltered or slowed at all. The loss of 2,000 zombies were quickly 

forgotten as the sea of zombies continued to surge forwards. 

When the zombies are about 100 m away from the wall where Yue Zhong was supposed to guard, Yue 

Zhong immediately commanded “Fire at will!” 

From Yue Zhong’s team, each elite marksman continuously shoots towards the zombies, and many 

zombies were taken out of with headshots and collapsed lifelessly onto the ground. 

Yue Zhong is in charge of guarding the East gate, while the North, West, South gates are under the 

supervision of Lei Cheng’s subordinates. 

The majority of Lei Cheng’s men are new soldiers who have not experienced combat with zombies nor 

have much military training. As soon as the zombies were in sight about 200 m away, they immediately 

panic and madly fire all their weapons at the zombie horde. 



Under the hail of bullet, many zombies were cut down by the heavy fire. 

But it also depleted Lei Cheng’s ammo at a very rapid pace. Most of the soldier used up a magazine of 

bullets and quickly changed their magazines with trembling hands. After a short while, they emptied 

their clip and changed their magazines again. 

The hail of fire in the West, North and South wall never ceased. Each of heavy machine guns did not 

even rest once. Hundreds of zombies were torn apart by the bullet storm 

“Stop firing! You are not allowed to fire without my orders. Those who failed to obey orders will be 

shot!” a veteran soldier was able to see that something is wrong, and immediately started shouting 

orders. 

Mankind has made rapid technology advancement, especially with firearms. The guns of today can 

continuously shot out a steady stream of bullets at a very rapid pace. If these untrained soldiers did not 

exercise restraint and continued to frantically shoot, all the bullet supplies in Long Hai Survivor Camp 

will be used up in one day. 

Without bullet, LongHai survivor camp could not hope to withstand the might of a 100,000 zombie 

army. 

Most of the soldiers had been given less than 2 months of training. Each soldier only had 50 bullets. The 

sea of zombie were thick and everywhere. Even if they blindly shoot, their bullets would hit a zombie. 

But to have a headshot is a different matter. Their accuracy at a pace of 200 m away was still lacking. 

Under the command of the veteran soldiers, the soldiers stopped firing blindly and begun to shoot at 

the zombies in short bursts. 

With a brief respite, many zombies that were shot down by the bullets storm slowly got up and walked 

shakily towards the walls. 

Seeing the shooting of these recruits has little to no effect on the zombies, the officials began to change 

their strategy. “Do not shoot! Let them come closer before we shoot!” 

The walls around the area are 6m tall. The 6m wall is their best defence. 

Under the command of the officials, the West, North and South Gates all stopped firing and allow the 

horde of zombies to get closer and close to the gates. 

Not long after, there are countless numbers of zombies outside these three gates. 

These zombies tried to use their claws to strike at the city walls, but it was ineffective. Without the 

evolved zombies, even 100,000 normal zombies will not be able to break down the city door. 

“Open Fire”. At this time, Lei Cheng’s officials finally give the command to engage the zombies. 

Seeing that the terrifying zombies could not do anything but to remain outside the gates, the soldiers 

then relax a bit. Under the command of the officials, they begin to fire at the zombies below. 

At this distance, with a height advantage, each bullet quickly struck the zombies on their head, and 

these zombies collapsed. 



After seeing the scary zombies were easily killed by their bullets, the soldiers were more at eased, and 

began to muster their courage. 

Lei Sheng was on a city wall, and watching the zombies being slaughtered like dogs, he started to relax. 

“These zombies are not scary at all. Don’t say 100,000, even 200,000 of them is nothing.” 

“After killing these zombies, all I had to do is to raid the Shang Lin military camp, and get the guns and 

ammo. Thereafter, I just need to capture each town by cleansing it of zombies. If we continue like this, 

my dream of conquering the entire country is not just a dream.” Lei Cheng’s ambition is getting bigger 

and bigger. At first all he want is control of LongHai Survivor Camp. Now he wants to control all of China. 

Just when the soldiers got things under control, there was suddenly change. From the horde of zombies, 

200 L2 zombies appeared near the wall. Each L2 zombies had an L1 zombie in their hands. 

As soon as they were within range, these L2 zombies threw the L1 zombies up towards the top of the 

wall. 

These L2 zombies were all massive hulks and possessed incredible strength. Under their throw, the L1 

zombie were like cannonball as they were launch on top on the walls. 

A few L1 zombies went ‘splat’ on the city walls and decorated it with a ketchup stain. But most of the L1 

zombies were successfully launched among the defenders on top of the wall. 

“Zombies!” 

Seeing the zombies that managed to drop among the mean, most of the new soldiers turned pale. Many 

of them immediately dropped their weapons and ran away. 

[To be continued…] 

Censorship again (Sigh): 

男人的身体平均素质都要比女人强，是最好的战士。女人能够生孩子，是繁衍族群和人口的宝贵

资源。 

Directly translate as “Men are much stronger than women, and are the best warriors. Woman can give 

birth, and is a valuable resource for increasing the population.” 

Sounds like the author looked down on women’s value, and make it look like giving birth is all a woman 

is worth. Many women in the police and military can fight as well as if not better than men. 

So what I did: 

Men are usually, but not always, stronger than women, and trend to make better warriors. Women can 

do what men can’t: give birth to children and increase the population. 

Directly translate as “But now Yue Zhong wants those that can fight, and he will naturally choose the 

young and healthy men.” 

What happened to middle-aged men and women? They could fight too. 



So what I did: But right now, Yue Zhong needs more fighters. Therefore, he chooses what he thought 

would make better warriors – young and healthy men. 

Chapter 184: Siege tactics of the Zombie 

If it was just shooting zombies from afar, it would be fine with the novice soldiers. But taking on zombies 

in close combat requires a lot of guts. Guts that these new soldiers do not have. 

Lei Cheng’s soldiers were mostly comprised of new soldiers who only been trained for three months, 

and have zero practical combat experience. Asking these soldiers to shoot at the zombies is all and well 

with them. But to get them to engage the zombies in close combat, that is mission impossible. 

The veteran soldiers immediately turned annoyed and shot the soldiers who fled, while shouting: “All 

deserters who flee will be shot on sight!” 

The veteran soldiers killed several soldiers. Under the threat of death, the new soldiers dare not run 

away, and took up their guns and shoot at the L1 zombies. 

Some of the L1 zombies managed to land on top of a group of soldiers, and smashed them into a pulp. 

Then these L1 zombies immediately began a biting spree as the zombies chomped down on the soldiers 

nearby. Each bite creates a horrifying wound, and the soldiers’ flesh were ripped off. The soldiers cries 

of pains and struggles under the L1 zombies’ bite only seek to add fear to the atmosphere. 

The rest of the troops proved to be merciless towards the men who were bitten as a hail of bullets 

ripped towards the L1 zombies and the eaten men, tearing them into a bloody mash. Even more L1 

zombies had yet to get up from the floor before a stream of bullets were fired at them. 

But the zombies are different from men. As long as their heads were not hit, they were able to get up 

and fight again. Even if the L1 bodies were filled with countless bullet holes, as long as its head or its 

spine is not broken, these creatures have no problems getting up again. 

At the same time, the L2 zombies began to grab the normal zombies around them and toss these 

zombies towards the wall. Many of these zombies were thrown into the ranks of the men, creating even 

more chaos. 

But the regular zombies were different from the strength and toughness enhanced L1 zombies. These 

ordinary zombies were relatively weak, and most of the standard zombies were either smashed into 

meat paste from the impact, or had their vertebra shattered. 

Those standard zombies that had their bones broken from the impact could not stand up, but they 

continued to crawl towards the men in their insatiable lust for blood. 

These common zombies were not as dangerous nor as threatening as the L1 zombies. But seeing the 

zombies restlessly crawling towards the men with faces filled with bugs and maggots were especially 

terrifying to the fresh recruits. Many of these recruits face turned white with fear, and they involuntarily 

peed in their pants. If not the fact that the veteran soldiers would shoot them if they try to run, they 

would have fled long ago. 

The zombies on top of the wall continued to increase in numbers as more and more zombies were 

lurched into the wall. The death count of the soldier continued to rise steadily. Not long after, the death 
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count had risen to thirty men, and the defenders’ situation look more and more hopeless. The tide of 

the battle seemed to shift towards the zombies. 

“Fire the cannons and concentrate all fire towards the L2 zombies!” 

Under the roar of the commanding officers, the heavy artillery team finally let loose their power, and 

several explosive shells were launched towards the L2 zombies. 

“Bomb! Bomb! Bomb!!!” 

Following the sound of the massive explosions, many of the L2 zombies and the zombies surrounding 

the L2 zombies were blown apart into dust. 

As if the heavy shelling had set off a chain reaction, all the firepower the military possessed were crazily 

fired at the sea of zombies. Under the scary golden hail of bullets, many of the zombies within the range 

of the weapons were like as if a massive invisible scythe mowed them. 

At the same time, the evolvers within the military began to take action. They grabbed their Tang 

Imitation swords and rushed towards the zombies that managed to get on the wall, and began the grim 

task of clearing these zombies. 

Under the firestorm of bullets, the tide of the battle began to change and shifted towards the human’s 

favour. 

In the east gate where Yue Zhong was guarding, the elite marksmen were unable to stop the tide of 

zombies from advancing. Other than the elite marksmen, Yue Zhong had not allowed his men to open 

fire at the zombie horde. Therefore, Yue Zhong faced the same situation as the rest of the gates – a 

massive swarm of zombies soon filled the area below the walls, and several L1 zombies were launched 

into the top of the wall. 

Yue Zhong was surprised by this tactics employed by the zombies. But he was very pleased with this 

outcome, as he yelled, “Close combat team 1 and team 2, these are all yours!” 

Twenty-four men wielding Tang Imitation Sword and dressed Water Python Snakeskin armour 

immediately took action as they rushed forwards and hacked at the L1 zombies. 

These L1 zombies had not even regained their footing before they were cut down by the close combat 

team members. Each of the L1 zombies was a level 10 creature. With each kill, a vast experience orb 

flew into the level 6 close combat team members, and allowed these men to evolve. 

Without the threat of regular zombies distracting them from fully utilizing their teamwork skills, killing 

an L1 zombie did not pose much of a threat to the team of close combat evolvers. 

At the east gate where Yue Zhong was guarding, fifty L2 zombies continuously launch standard zombies 

towards the walls. The twenty-four close combat team members did not have sufficient time to clear all 

the zombies that attacked in the first wave before the second wave of zombies were flung towards 

them. 

White Bones began to move, and attacked the normal zombies tossed by the second wave of attack. 



Seeing the number of zombies was steadily increasing, Yue Zhong immediately ordered, “Close combat 

team 5 and team 6, engage this new threat!” 

Close combat team 5 and team 6 are new close combat team. Each of these team members was only 

about level 2. Although they could not be compared to the first four teams regarding evolution and 

battle ability, they were made up of men who have shown bravery and skills. 

After the close combat team 5 and 6 entered the fight, the clean-up of the regular zombies proceed 

relatively smooth. These zombies could only crawl on the ground and were to the faster-moving men, an 

excellent source of experience orbs. As soon as the regular zombies landed on an area, the men 

surrounding it will quickly rush up to kill it. 

“Luckily these zombies are relatively stupid, or we would be in great danger.” Yue Zhong was looking at 

the zombies that were thrown at the walls, and he could not help but to think in this way. 

If the zombies combined all their strongest forces and focused on one of the walls, two hundred L2 

zombies can toss two hundred zombies at once into the wall. If this happens, the Lei Cheng’s team 

would be in grieve danger. 

Lei Cheng has 600 men, but these men were divided into three gates. Therefore, each gate only had 

about 200 men. Also, he needed to leave aside some men for emergencies. Stopping the advance of 

these zombies would be a colossal task for him. 

If one observed the battle from the sky, they would find a strange sight. Only in the East gate would the 

sounds of gunfire occasionally and rhythmically rang out in short bursts. But in the other three gates, the 

sound of gunfire and cannons were deafening and fierce. 

The firepower of the weapons of today was extremely vicious and powerful. The zombies were all 

mowed down by the best firepower that modern technology can boast of. 

In particular, the heavy artillery guns that use massive bullets were explementary in mowing down 

scores of zombies. Each bullet can tear a huge hole through the body of humans, ripping apart flesh and 

bone in a single hit. These zombies could not hope to withstand the might of technology’s finest 

firearms. 

The zombies in the West, North and South gates were completely suppressed by the firepower, and 

most of the zombies within the range of the firearms were swallowed up in a sea of explosion and 

bullets. 

Xu Zhenggang saw the battle situation and immediately ordered his men. “Stop firing! Stop firing!” 

While the effectiveness of these firearms is indisputable, it is also a fact that these firearms were 

consuming the limited bullet supply at a very rapid rate. It was like there was a big hole in the bottom of 

a massive jar filled with water, and the bullets were gushing out of the jar extremely quickly like water. If 

this continues, all the bullets would be quickly used up. 

Under the command of the officers, all of the men in the West, North and South gates stop firing. Only 

the snipers in the army continued to pick off the zombies by firing at the head of each of zombies. 



Once there is a ceasefire, many of the zombies slowly crawl up again. Many of the zombies had holes in 

their bodies. Some of the zombies have lost an arm or leg, or their guts were dangling out of their 

bodies, but still they got up, or crawled towards the gate. As long as their heads and spine were intact, 

they would be able to get up again and again. 

If these bullets were to be used against men, the men will be gravely injured and would be unable to 

fight anymore. However, the wounds were nothing to the zombies that uncaringly crept towards the 

walls again. 

The L2 zombies also got up from the ground. Although the cannon fire was very powerful and had a 

huge blast radius, it was not very good when it comes to directly targeting of zombie’s head. Only about 

slightly more than ten zombies were blown into shreds by a direct hit from the cannons. The rest of the 

L2 zombies were sent flying by the force of the explosion. But the majority of shrapnel pieces that 

explode outwards landed on their massive body or hands, and did not otherwise affect them at all. 

Of course, the standard zombies that were caught in a cannon’s blast radius had been long turned into 

dust. But the L2 zombies had enhanced strength and toughness that allowed them to survive an indirect 

hit from the explosion and shrapnel bits. 

Looking at the L2 zombies that continued to get up, most of the men felt their hearts sank. Many of the 

soldiers were terrified. If the cannons could not kill these L2 monsters, they have no idea of what they 

need to use to kill the L2 zombies. 

As soon as the L2 stood up, they immediately walked towards the wall, and continued to throw zombies 

at the wall. 

“Evolvers, all attack!” 

This time, the military had already made preparations. Under their command, the evolvers from various 

factions of Longhai Survival Camp were assigned to fight against the zombies that were thrown onto the 

wall. 

There were over 100 evolvers from both the military and the various factions in LongHai Survivor camp. 

Once these evolvers joined the battle, the regular zombies were quickly slain. Each evolver is different 

from the recruits – they had experienced combat with the zombies before, and was not afraid of the 

standard zombie. Killing the regular zombies that had been thrown onto the wall is but a mere matter 

for these evolvers. 

It was like giving these evolvers more experience orbs. 

The tide of the battle slowly returned to a standstill. Each of the four gates rang out occasional sounds 

of gunfire. These are from the gunshots from the elite marksmen and snipers. 

If one bullet could kill a single zombie, the ammunition in the Survival Camp is more than enough to 

destroy the zombies many times over. But in reality, other than the snipers and elite marksmen, the rest 

of the men need to expand about twenty or more bullets to hit a zombie on its head. 

The throng of zombies was clustered tightly together. Hitting a zombie is not a difficult issue. But hitting 

the head of these zombie is the difficult part. The bullets that landed on other regions of the zombie 

body were ineffective against the zombie horde. 



Translator notes: 

I thought they were shooting from a height advantage of 6m? When you try to shoot from a height 

advantage, what you should you see are heads of zombies. Hitting heads should not be too hard. I mean 

from the top view, you should see only heads and shoulders and not the body of the zombies. If you are 

on even ground, then it is harder to aim for the head of zombies. 

Yue Zhong’s team of elite marksmen had been continuously shooting at the zombies with their type 03 

rifles. Their marksmanship is superb, and within 100m, each shot of their gun could blow apart the 

brains of a zombie with unerring accuracy. Several zombies were continuously fell from their headshots. 

The twelve elite marksmen were very calm and composed as they continually adjusted the aim, reload 

and pick up new targets. Under their shooting skills, scores of zombies had already fallen. 

Of these twelve elite marksmen, about seven of these are former professional soldiers who had joined 

Yue Zhong. Five of the men are survivors who had shown extreme promise with their marksmanship 

during their encounter with the zombies. 

These professional soldiers had all participated in the battle to free Qing Yuan County (where the 

survival camp was currently located in) and have survived various dangerous missions. Almost all of 

them are used to battle. If not for the fact that Yue Zhong needed some of them to operate the IFVs and 

heavy weapons, Yue Zhong could have got more marksmen. 

“First shooting team, get down!” Yue Zhong had just shot a zombie when he saw that L1 zombies hosted 

several H1 zombies in their hands. He immediately felt a sense of danger and roar out the warning. 

Immediately after, he lay on the floor, flat on his stomach. 

The twelves marksman heard Yue Zhong’s order, and although they did not understand why, they 

complied with Yue Zhong command and immediately lie flat on the ground. 

At the next moment, over 20 H1 zombies launched series balls of fire on the walls. Each ball of fire was 

devastating effective, and blasted several shallow potholes, with the debris scattering everywhere. Had 

they act a second later, the marksmen would be killed by this attack. 

With the danger sense of Yue Zhong, the men in the East Gate was much better off compared to the 

men in the other gates. The attack of the H1 zombies had killed twenty-three snipers and elite 

marksmen, dealing a heavy blow to the military. 

Under the covering fire of the H1 zombies, several Level 20 boss hunters crawled out of the zombie 

horde, and quickly reached the wall. Each boss Hunter had a long tail, fours limbs filled with sharps 

claws and a sleek black body. 

These agile Hunters climbed onto the hands of the L2 zombie, and using the great height of the L2 

zombies and their hands as a ladder, quickly jumped up and reached the top of the wall. 

Many S2 zombies also followed after the hunter zombies, and used the L2 zombies as a ladder to climb 

on the wall. 

As soon as the first hunter entered the wall, White Bones immediately rushed up with its massive axe 

and cleave apart a hunter. As well, Little Greenie also pecked a hunter to death with its sharp beaks. Yue 



Zhong was also alarmed by the hunters and immediately fired his stinger gun, and with three shots, 

managed to kill three hunters. 

Ten hunters made it to the East Gate. Yue Zhong, White Bones and Little Green had managed to kill five 

of these zombies. But the remaining five of the zombies rushed forwards toward the rest of the men. 

The four teams of evolvers also bravely charged towards the hunters. 

Three of the hunters were quick and silent as a ghost and entered in the midst of the men in the span of 

a few heartbeats. Their claws flash out, and three low-level evolvers were send flying for 7 to 8 meters 

and were seriously injured by strength of each blow. 

Two of the hunters opened their mouths, and their dexterous tongues immediately impaled itself on the 

brains of two of these evolvers, and killed them outright. 

It was the first time that Yue Zhong’s team have a casualty. 

At this time, several S2 zombies also joined the battle. Yue Zhong, White Bones and Little Greenie were 

locked in fierce combat against these new threats and were unable to make their way towards the 

hunters that were slaughtering their men. 

“Damn it” Yue Zhong immediately launched his shadow step skills, and his speed increased 

exponentially. Like a ghost, he wove in and out of the zombies as he decapitated an S2 zombie with each 

swing of his Tang Blade. 

In the span of a breath, three S2 Zombies were killed by Yue Zhong. 

Chapter 185: Zombie Surprise Attack caught Lei Sheng with his pants down! 

Little Greenie and White Bones also continuously killed the S2 zombies that scampered up the wall. The 

problem is the number of S2 zombies was too many, and they could not kill enough of these zombies. 

After activating the shadow steps, Yue Zhong continuously killed numerous S2 zombies, while protecting 

the vulnerable elite marksmen. These twelve elite snipers were not equipped with Water Python 

Snakeskin armour, and if they were hit by an S2 zombie’s claws, they would be infected. 

The death of each elite marksmen will hurt Yue Zhong significantly. The most the important aspects of 

these snipers is that their skills are equally useful against zombies or human beings. 

The regular evolvers are very helpful when fighting against zombies, but against marksmen, one bullet is 

all it take to kill them. 

The [System] level up only enhanced the physical attributes of a human, but it does not strengthen the 

body to withstand bullets. Without the aid of protective items, it is impossible for an evolver to resist a 

shot from a firearm. 

“Team 13 and Team 15, come and assist!!” Yue Zhong continued to kill zombies as he shouted out aloud. 

Team 13 is under the leadership of Ji Qing Wu, while Team 15 is under the guidance of Chen Shi Tou. 

Under Yue Zhong’s command, they swiftly entered the battlefield. 
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With a swipe of its mighty claws, it swats aside one of the close combat team members as if it was 

swatting a fly. Three Tang Imitation Swords cut into its flesh, and created three long wounds. But these 

swords lacked the strength to cut any deeper into its body. The Hunter flipped its tail and sent two of 

the men flying with but a single blow. 

“Go and die, you fucker!” at the time, Kong Tianyu activated his Surge in Strength +1 skill. The ability 

granted Kong Tianyu a colossal amount of strength for a short duration of 5 minutes. With his enhanced 

strength, his blade easily craved apart the skull of a Hunter. 

A massive orb of experience entered into his body. 

After Ji Qing Wu entered the battlefield, she immediately activated her Cutting edge enhancement skill, 

as well as her Increased agility skill. As she charged past a Hunter, there was a flash of light and the 

Hunter was immediately cut into four pieces, and its blood and body parts were scattered in all 

directions. 

Another Hunter flicked out its tongue and like an arrow, aimed towards Ji Qing Wu. 

Ji Qing Wu immediately cut off the tongue of Hunter with her blade, and moving very rapidly, closed in 

on the Hunter that attacked her. 

The Hunter was enraged with pain as its tongue was sliced off. It immediately strikes out at Ji Qing Wu 

with a claw, and at the same time, its long flexible tail immediately lashed out towards Ji Qing Wu’s 

head. 

Unlike normal zombies, the Hunter had evolved some ability to think. In fighting with the humans, it had 

learnt that these men are unique. Their bodies are robust and are difficult to hack apart. But the brains 

of these humans are unprotected. 

Against the Hunter’s deadly attack, Ji Qing Wu did not show a trace of fear. At the time when the Hunter 

and Ji Qing Wu passed by each other, there was a flash of light. Then the Hunter was spilt into four 

pieces, and its blood spurted in all directions. 

Under the effects of the cutting edge enhancement skills, the Tang Imitation Sword in Ji Qing Wu’s 

hands was a weapon with unparalleled sharpness. This ability, combined with Ji Qing Wu’s 

swordsmanship skills, created a superb close combat fighter that is without peer. 

Of the five Hunters that made it among the men, three of them were killed by Ji Qing Wu and Kong 

Tianyu. The remaining two Hunters did not engage in further combat with Yue Zhong’s troops and 

immediately tried to creep down towards the residents. 

Yue Zhong raised his stinger gun at a Hunter and pulled the trigger. The stinger bullet was fired with 

unerring accuracy and it blew apart a Hunter’s head into bits. The last remaining Hunter leapt down 

from the wall in an attempt to escape. 

But there was still an IFV that was waiting down below, and as soon as the Hunter leapt down, the men 

manning the IFV immediately used the type ZPT 90 25 mm autocannon and sprayed a thick chain of 

bullets towards it. 



The Hunter was unable to withstand the might of armour piercing rounds of the autocannon, and was 

shredded apart by the hail of fire. 

Yue Zhong has placed the IFV and two jeeps armed with type 89 QJZ 8mm heavy machine guns as the 

second line of defence against the zombie horde. 

After killing another S2 zombie with his blade, Yue Zhong roared a command “All units fire and destroy 

the L2 zombies!” 

If the L2 zombies continued to send more and more zombies into the city, it would be impossible to 

defend. The S2 zombies that poured into the city are not what regular evolvers can handle. 

Under Yue Zhong’s command, the three type 89 QJZ 8mm heavy machine guns mounted on the walls let 

it rip. 

These bullets landed among the zombies, and most of the zombies were knocked down from the 

firepower of these heavy machine guns. Standard zombies would have a massive hole where the bullets 

hit them, and it is common for a string of three to four bullets to separate the top half of the zombie 

from its bottom half. 

These L2 zombies may be extremely robust, and it could withstand gunfire from most ordinary weapons, 

but its tough skin could not withstand the bullets from this heavy machine guns. 

One by one, the L2 that acts as a bridge was shot down. Although these L2 zombies had fallen, they 

were not killed. It just provided a brief respite from the unending stream of S2 zombies. 

Without additional reinforcements, Yue Zhong and the close combat men the six teams finally destroyed 

all the S2 zombies. 

This wave of zombies attack with its uncommon methods of siege warfare had cost Yue Zhong dearly. 

Two of the twelve elite marksmen had been scratched by S2 zombies, and must be put down. Also, the 4 

of the men from the close combat team has been killed, and seven men were seriously injured. In one 

wave, Yue Zhong had lost 13 valuable men. 

But Yue Zhong’s team had killed nine Hunters and thirty-two S2 zombies, and managed to hold the line. 

The Second Generation zombies are somewhat rare, and are elite troops. Having killed so many evolved 

zombies, the men guarding the East Gate can finally breathe a sigh of relief. 

“Hello, Yue Zhong! Is that Yue Zhong? The West Gate could not hold on. Please, can you bring some 

soldiers to help out. Please? If you do not help out, the West Gate could not be defended.” 

Just as Yue Zhong killed all the evolved zombies, the walkie talkie rang out with Lei Sheng’s shouts for 

help. 

Yue Zhong immediately replied. “All right, I will bring men to assist immediately.” 

In this time of crisis, where there is an army of over 100,000 zombies, all of the men must be united, or 

they could not even hold on for one day. 



“Kong Tian Yu. You are in charge of defending this area! Cheng Yu, close combat team 1 and team 2 

members follow me!” 

The first combat team and the second combat team members are all the elite members of Yue Zhong’s 

team. After experiencing the last battle, many men had reached Level 10. Yue Zhong also gifted these 

men with an assortment of skill books, and allowed all the men who broke through the level 10 

bottleneck to learn a skill, hence increasing their combat effectiveness. 

Two military trucks containing all the men steadily made their way towards the West gate. The streets 

were clear and there were no obstacles in the way. As a result, they quickly reached the West gate. 

As he disembarked from the vehicle, he found that the West Gate had already been breached. The 

military had already retreated towards the area under the West Gate walls, and there were two IFV, 

steel mash wire fence, heavy machine guns and light firearms that were frantically trying to stop the 

horde of zombies from overrunning the defences and pour into the city. 

One by one S2, S1, L1 as well as regular zombies continuously pour down from the West Gate walls. 

After that, most of the zombies were torn apart by the heavy firepower. 

Several Hunters, recognising the danger on walking on the street, chose to crept on rooftops as they 

stealthily made their way past the barricade. 

A burly middle age man seemed to cast a spell, and five balls of fire appeared in the air, and flew 

towards one of the Hunters. 

The Hunter was very agile and managed to avoid four of the fireballs. But it was hit by the last fireball, 

and the fireball created a large hole in its body. It lost its balance and dropped down from the roof. 

The next moment, countless numbers of bullets created a barrier of ammunition, and sent the hunter to 

meet its maker. 

The two Type 90 ZPT 25 mm autocannon on top of the two IFVs had not ceasefire all these while. The 

massive firepower was particularly effective against zombies, tearing huge holes in regular zombies’ 

bodies. Even the S2 series of zombies will be split apart if it is hit with an armour piercing round from the 

deadly weapon. 

Lei Sheng walked towards Yue Zhong, and faintly heaved a sigh of relief. “Yue Zhong, you are finally 

here. Thank you for bringing soldiers to help out!” 

The zombie horde suddenly activated H1 zombies, Hunters, S2 zombies, etc., and within a short span of 

time, the number of soldiers in the West Gate that were lost to the zombies were terrible. The military 

and the various factions had lost more than 80% of their men, and all the snipers had been destroyed. 

The West gate was deemed as lost, and Lei Sheng brought his soldiers and retreated to the second line 

of defence. 

The other two gates also suffered heavy lost in the zombie attacks. But one of the gates was defended 

by government commandos, polices and military police. The reserved military forces secured the other 

gate. Both sides were engaged in fierce combat with the zombies, and have no men to spare. 

That was why Lei Sheng requested Yue Zhong for help. 



The wall is very important to the defenders. As long as there is a wall, the normal zombies could not 

swarm into the city, and use their numbers to overwhelm the defenders. With the wall, the defenders 

are more likely to breathe easy and are more willing to fight. Therefore the importance of the wall could 

not be stressed enough. 

“Who is that man?” Yue Zhong looked the man who continuously launched fireballs at the hunter. 

Lei Sheng just take a quick look and immediately replied: “He is Flame King Gu” 

“His strength is indeed extraordinary!” Yue Zhong thought. 

Flame King Gu continuously launched one fire ball after another on the evolved zombies and Hunters, 

and killed these evolved zombies. Those that were injured were immediately torn into shreds by the rain 

of covering fire. 

But Flame King Gu was heavily panting, and perspiring heavily. After a short while he sat down on the 

ground, and no longer had the strength to stand out. 

Releasing each type of powerful attack had a drawback: It will rapidly drain stamina and spiritual power. 

Flame King Gu had expended a considerable amount of stamina and spiritual power to lay covering fire 

and to buy time for the last 20% of the defenders to retreat. Right now, he was totally drained. 

Chapter 186: Reinforcements! 

If not for the assistance of Flame King Gu, all the men guarding the West Gate would be wiped out by 

the horde of Hunters and S2 zombies. 

Yue Zhong asked, “How many more evolvers do you still have?” 

Lei Sheng pointed towards five men who were sitting down with shocked expressions on their faces, and 

replied, “Only these men remains.” 

Hunters and S2 zombies were really too strong. If not for the fact that Yue Zhong’s men had Water 

Python Snakeskin Armour, there would be a lot more casualties. Also, a single strike from the Hunters or 

S2 zombies will immediately infect the soldiers. Once the soldiers are infected, there is only death 

waiting for them. 

Lei Sheng’s men did not have the luxury of equipping Water Python Snakeskin armours. Therefore, the 

casualty were nothing short of horrible. Having proper equipment is essential for the men to fight well. 

Yue Zhong thought for a moment before replying. “Cheng Yu, Gu Tie, Zhao Ming, the three of you stay 

here and protect Lei Sheng. Let them stop firing. Also, let me take command of these five evolvers. I will 

bring some men to get back the wall.” 

Yue Zhong and Lei Sheng may be working together, but Yue Zhong could not trust Lei Sheng. If Lei Sheng 

fired at them with the IFVs while Yue Zhong and his team are engaged in close combat, the entire team 

would be wiped out. 

The Water Python Snakeskin armour may block normal bullets, but it would be useless against the 

armour penetrating bullets of the ZPT 90 type 25mm autocannon. 
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Lei Sheng also understood why Yue Zhong had left Cheng Yu and the other two men. In this critical 

junction where the zombie horde is at risk of overrunning the West Gate, he chose to turn a blind eye. 

Instead, he asked the five evolvers over, “Li Zhou, from now on, the five of you are under the command 

of Yue Zhong. Understand?” 

“Yes!” Li Zhou replied loudly, and cast his sights on Yue Zhong and his men. 

About 80% of the men in Yue Zhong’s team have evolved beyond level 10, and killed numerous zombie. 

Each of the men radiates killing intent from their body and look ferocious and terrifying. 

“Woahhh…. Under a tiger’s leadership, there can be no helpless animals. [1]” Thought Li Zhou, as he 

brought his team of four evolvers to join up with Yue Zhong’s men. 

“Stop firing!” Lei Sheng gave the command to stop firing. 

All the men immediately stopped firing. At the same time, the zombie horde began to move again. 

After the loss of the West wall, numerous zombies have taken advantage of the Chaos to enter the city. 

The zombie horde now includes normal zombies, S2, S1, L1 as well as Hunter zombies. 

The East gate also had ten Hunters that sneaked into the Survivor camp to attack. These Hunters are far 

more cunning and proficient in battle compared to the other zombies. 

In guarding the East Gate, Yue Zhong and company only managed to kill five of the hunters, while the 

remaining five sneaked towards the rest of the men, and used the rest of the men as a cover to prevent 

further attacks. It is fortunate that Ji Qing Wu, Kong Tianyu, the IFV and Yue Zhong managed to finish off 

the last five hunters before they escape and wreak more carnage among the defenceless population in 

the Survivor camp. 

“Charge!!!” Yue Zhong led his team and White bones towards the wall and ran up to meet the zombies. 

Very quickly, Yue Zhong and his team clashed with the zombies. 

Yue Zhong’s speed is almost seven times the speed of ordinary men. Although his swordsmanship skills 

are not as remarkable as Ji Qing Wu’s, his speed and strength are extraordinary. The Level 2 Tang Sabre 

in his hand did not cease as it relentlessly attacked, and with each swing of his blade, heads of zombies 

flew out in all directions. Even the mighty S2 zombies could not withstand a single blow from Yue 

Zhong’s Sabre. 

Not a single zombie could halt the descent of Yue Zhong’s blade. His sabre was insanely fast, so fast that 

the men who were watching did not even see him attacking. They only saw flashes of reflected light 

from his sabre, and then zombies near Yue Zhong would instantly be decapitated. 

White Bones who was standing next to Yue Zhong seemed to be a whirlwind as it swings its massive axe 

in a vast circular motion. As zombies around stepped into the whirling vortex, their flesh parted and 

their bones shattered. These body parts would be send scattering in all directions. 

With Yue Zhong and White Bones leading the charge, they soon cleared a small path for the men to 

follow. But the men in Yue Zhong’s team are not any less fierce or deadly. Each of them would 

occasionally strike out at zombies that got too close to them, and was able to kill zombies easily with 



just a regular swing of their sword. The standard zombies seemed to part like a hot knife through butter 

under their onslaught. 

“Wow! That is incredible! What valour! No wonder he could bring soldiers to reclaim two villages!” 

Flame King Gu was shocked by the sight of Yue Zhong and his team as they get to work on the zombies. 

He could not help feeling awed. The same zombies that wiped out most of the West gate defenders 

could not even hold back Yue Zhong and his team. 

If it were just a comparison of power, Flame King Gu would be much more powerful than most of Yue 

Zhong’s men. But he is only one person. His team may have six other evolvers, but the six evolvers were 

trained by killing zombies that he had caught and rendered incapable of fighting back. 

Compared to Yue Zhong’s men, their performance in today’s battle could be described as miserable. 

Sensing that Yue Zhong is the biggest threat to them, four of the five Hunters that were hiding among 

the buildings rushed forward. They flicked out their tongue, aiming for Yue Zhong’s head. 

The dexterous tongues seemed to have a life of its own as it twisted and turned while heading towards 

Yue Zhong as fast as an arrow. 

White Bones immediately stood in front of Yue Zhong and used its body to shield him. The four tongues 

landed on White Bones and were repelled by the toughness of its bones. 

Yue Zhong raised his Stinger gun and fired two shots at the Hunters. 

Each of the Stinger bullets hit a Hunter on its head and blew the brain apart. 

White Bones also glared at the other two Hunter, and with a blazing ghost fire in its eyes, it launched 

two sharp bone spikes at these creatures. The bone spikes immediately penetrated into the Hunters’ 

brains, and exited from their spine. In the process, the Hunter’s brains, flesh and muscles were all 

smashed into pulp. The Hunters collapsed lifelessly onto the ground. 

As Yue Zhong aimed for the two Hunters, two more S2 zombies appeared near Yue Zhong like a gust of 

wind, and their mighty, sharp claws threaten to cleave Yue Zhong into pieces. 

Yue Zhong is wearing a cloak. Underneath the cloak is a Water Python snakeskin armour. Inside the 

Water Python Snakeskin Armour, he was also wearing a leather cloth made from the hide of the Mutant 

Rat King. As well, he had a level 3 protective vest that he secretly wore inside the leather armour. Under 

so many layers of protection, he did not even put the S2 zombies’ attacks in his eyes. 

Yue Zhong felt the claws of the S2 zombies as they landed on his body. He lashed out with his sabre, and 

immediately slain the two S2. Two large experience orbs entered into his body. 

Without any Hunters threatening the soldiers, Yue Zhong and his team seemed unstoppable as they 

massacred their way up the walls. Along the way, hundreds of zombie corpses littered the street. Unlike 

the aftermath of a bullet storm, none of these zombies was even moving nor did they get up again. If 

you observed carefully, each of the zombies was decapitated, or missing part of their brain. 

“That’s incredible!” As Lei Sheng watched how Yue Zhong led the two teams of evolvers up the city wall 

and destroyed all the zombies in his way, his eyes sparkled, and a dark killing intent emerged from his 



body. Right now, the Military and Yue Zhong were only using each other. Neither of them has the power 

to resist the zombie horde on their own. They may even become opponents later. 

The more powerful Yue Zhong is, the greater the threat he will be to their future plans. 

As soon as Lei Sheng leaked out his killing intent, a stronger killing intent emerged from a figure next to 

him. He was shocked and turned around, only to see the cold stare of Cheng Yu looking back into his 

eyes. Lei Sheng was frightened by what he saw. Looking into the eyes of this cold-blooded assassin, he 

was dead sure that if he dares to make any moves against Yue Zhong, he would be killed before he can 

even take action. 

“Recapture the Wall!” Lei Sheng immediately discarded any notion of harming Yue Zhong and his men as 

he refocused his efforts on the current battle. 

Now is not the time to betray Yue Zhong. At least, not yet. Although Lei Sheng is domineering and full of 

arrogance, he was also aware of this fact. If the city is breached, Lei Sheng will lose everything. 

One hundred men armed with machetes slowly walked up the city walls, accompanied by several 

soldiers wielding assault rifles. 

The Military evolvers were largely decimated, and Lei Sheng does not have enough men to retake the 

wall. Therefore, he could only rely on the conscripted survivors who had just a few days of military 

training. The soldiers with assault rifles were what remained of his soldiers. 

Just as the men entered the wall, a Hunter quickly jumped onto the roof of a building, and charged 

ahead like an arrow, towards the survivor camp. 

Once the Hunter appeared, the men with assault rifles began to panic, and wildly fired at the Hunter. 

But the Hunter appearance was too sudden, and it did not have any intent to fight. Most of the bullets 

hit empty air, and only a few bullets hit the Hunter. 

The Hunter continued to flee, and disappeared into the survivor camp. 

“Aren’t you going to chase after it?” Lei Sheng asked Cheng Yu who was standing next to him, as he 

looked at the retreating figure of the Hunter. Lei Sheng could feel that Cheng Yu is also a powerful 

evolver. 

Cheng Yu was a former assassin, and is familiar with various weapons. After joining Yue Zhong’s team, 

he had participated in numerous battles and is now a level 13 evolver. Against a Hunter beast, Cheng Yu 

would be able to hold out on his own. 

Cheng Yu’s replied sent a chill down the spine of Lei Sheng. “My job is to ‘protect’ you. Anything else is 

none of my business.” 

“Not good! The Hunter is heading towards the Special Administration Region!” Lei Sheng’s eyebrows 

twitched, and his face changed. He immediately climbed the stairs leading to the top of the wall to find 

Yue Zhong. 



On top of the wall, the zombies in the area had all been annihilated by Yue Zhong and his men. 

Everywhere was strewed with the corpses of the zombies. He had also reached level 34, and he put one 

point into agility and one point into stamina. 

The survivors who came to the top of the wall found the area filled with various heads, arms and other 

body parts of the zombies. Many of them turned pale, and some of them even puked at the sight. Some 

of the men were frightened out of their wits, and their machetes slipped out of their trembling hands 

onto the floor. They had not seen the aftermath of a battle with zombies before. 

Lei Cheng walked up to Yue Zhong and spoke in a hurry; “Yue Zhong, one of the Hunters had managed to 

charge into the Special Administrative Region. Please help to get rid of it.” 

Translator Notes. 

I thought this wall was guarded by Lei Sheng. Sudden Lei Cheng turned up. See? Pity me, the poor 

translator! Just when I apologised and corrected my mistakes with the name, I was shocked to note that 

sometimes it is Lei Cheng, sometimes it is Lei Sheng. If the author himself is not clear, how would a 

translator make things clear? 

Yue Zhong raised his eyebrows as he inquired: “Hunter? When did this happen?” 

Hunter beasts carry the zombie virus, and it is relatively powerful. Once it reached the men, it could 

cause massive carnage as it infects most of the men. 

Lei Cheng bitterly smiled as he replied: “Just a moment ago. The Hunter was too cunning, and escape 

through the roofs of buildings.” 

Yue Zhong immediately ordered: “Xiao Ming, you lead all the men in Team 2 and stay here to protect 

the area. Cheng Yu, protect Lei Cheng’s safety. Team 1 immediately returns to the East gate. If there are 

any problems, immediately inform me via the walkie-talkie.” 

In this wave, most of the evolved zombies had been sent out, and Yue Zhong reckoned that there should 

not be any more threats to the West gate. After all, his close combat team two should be more than 

enough to deal with ordinary zombies. 

Lei Cheng saw that Yue Zhong had two teams of elite men. He wanted to ask Yue Zhong to gift him 

command of one group of men. After all, he had gifted Yue Zhong with five evolvers just now. But Yue 

Zhong had already disappeared he rapidly chased the Hunter. 

Chapter 187: Chaos! 

Yue Zhong drove to the Special Administrative Region, and found that that the two guards that were 

supposed to protect this area from the zombies were already dead. Each of the two guards had a big 

hole where their heart was meant to be. There was no sight of the hearts. Without a doubt, this is the 

handiwork of a Hunter beast. 

Most of the men in the Special Administrative Region had not experienced the horror of the apocalypse. 

They were all in a panic when they received news of the Hunter beast. Very quickly all of them fled 

towards the exit of the Special Administrative Region. For the first time, the Special Administrative 

Region that was full of life seemed to be empty as all the people fled. 
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In the chaos, many people were trampled on when they fell. At the same time, too many people were 

trying to get out of the Special Administrative Region, and throngs of people blocked the narrow exit. 

To ensure that they have a place to escape to, many of the evolvers had used their powers to push aside 

anyone in their way. 

Many children and women were shoved onto the cold hard floor. They laid there wailing, and the scene 

was nothing short of utter Chaos. 

“Damn it!” Looking at the stampede of humans, Yue Zhong could not help frowning. If this goes on, the 

death count of the people who were trampled to death in the jostle to get out of the area would be 

much higher the number of people killed by the Hunter. 

Without any hesitation, Yue Zhong activates his skill “Art of the Fear”. This skill has the effect of making 

people lose their will to fight. A massive wave of spiritual power radiated from Yue Zhong’s body. With 

haste, he reached the area where most of the men were in, and roared out: “Shut up! All of you queue 

and leave here in an orderly matter!” 

The Art of the Fear is really impressive. The men seemed to fear Yue Zhong more than the Hunter, and 

listened to Yue Zhong and left in an orderly manner. 

As he walked forwards, the men around him felt indescribable fear, and they unconsciously went out of 

their way to create a path for him to walk on. At the same time, the men behaved themselves and 

began to exit the area in an orderly manner. 

After the men had made way for him, Yue Zhong was startled to see that the Hunter was covered in 

blood. It was chasing and killing the survivors in the Special Administration Region. The Special 

Administration Region was relatively untouched by the apocalypse. As such, most of the men do not 

have much ability to hide nor fight the Hunter. It was like a herd of defenceless, fat sheep. 

The Hunter flicked its tongue, and penetrated a hole in the chest of the child. 

The little boy was not bigger than ten years old, and his eyes shown a trace of fear. He struggled feebly 

for a few moments, and collapsed onto the ground as his heart was ripped out of his body. 

“Damn it” Seeing this, Yue Zhong eyes turned cold, and he aimed his Stinger gun at the Hunter. 

The Hunter is brilliant. Having seen how Yue Zhong killed scores of zombies and other hunters, it 

immediately chose to retreat rather than to fight. It flicked its tail and sent a corpse flying towards Yue 

Zhong. While Yue Zhong was distracted by the dead body, the Hunter had hidden itself in a small alley. 

Yue Zhong stepped to one side to avoid the dead body, and chased after the Hunter. 

If the Hunter had rushed towards Yue Zhong, Yue Zhong was confident of finishing it in one shot. But the 

Hunter opted to run instead. With its incredible speed, it is not easy for Yue Zhong to kill it. 

The Hunter proved to be extremely cunning, as it dodged into the maze of alleys and corridors. 



Yue Zhong fanatically chased after the Hunter with all his speed. His agility had reached a frightening 

value of 69, and he was able to close the distance between them. If not the fact that the hunter kept 

turning and changing its path, Yue Zhong would have already caught up the Hunter. 

As Yue Zhong rushed into a small alley, suddenly his passive skill Danger Sense rang out a warning. A 

tongue seemed to have been lurched from the sky and was rapidly closing towards his head. 

The Hunter had suddenly climbed the walls of the alley with its dexterous claws. From high up in the 

wall, the Hunter suddenly made a surprise attack on Yue Zhong, hoping to catch its pursuer unawares. 

Yue Zhong’s eye flashed with cold light. He reached out his hand, and caught the Hunter by its tongue on 

his right hand. 

The Mutant King Rat hide protected Yue Zhong from the attacks of the Hunter, and its tongue could not 

penetrate through the thick hide. Yue Zhong pulled the tongue with his right hand, while using his left 

hand to aim the Stinger Gun at the Hunter and pulled the trigger. 

A massive “Bang” rang out from the empty alley, and echoed in the surrounding street. The shot had 

been a head hit, and the head of the Hunter was blown apart by the force of the Stinger Gun. The 

headless corpse collapsed lifelessly from the wall. With a massive thud, it dropped to the floor, and 

dropped a green colour treasure box. 

“The chance of having any items seemed to be getting lower and lower.” Yue Zhong thought as he 

walked forwards and retrieved the box. Then he kept the box in his spatial ring. 

When Yue Zhong and Ji Qing Wu defeated four Hunters in the newbie village, each of the Hunters 

dropped a skill book and an item. This time, Yue Zhong had killed over ten Hunters, but there were only 

two green colour treasure boxes. The rest of the items were white colour treasure boxes. 

Not long after, a team of special police force finally reached the area, and began to maintain order in the 

region. 

The forces in the survivor camp were spread too thin, and most of the special police force members had 

been assigned to defend the walls. Otherwise, the Hunter would not find it so easy to enter this area. 

“Save me. Save me! I am Secretary Zhang’s wife. You cannot treat me like this! Save me, I don’t want to 

die!” 

“I was not scratched by the Hunter! This injury was due to me tripping on the pavement as I tried to 

make my escape. I am a delegate! How dare you arrest me!” 

“I am the Chairman of the Ning Group. Chen Jian Feng is my friend. If you dare to touch me, I will skin 

you alive!” 

“…….” 

These special police force immediately began to act on the orders of their superiors, and arrested all the 

men who were injured. If these men were normal survivors, these police would have immediately shot 

them. But the people from the Special Administration Regions are all V.I.P.s, and many of them have 

close relationships with their bosses. These special police could only handcuff them and restrain them. 



Even then, many of those who were arrested began to cry loudly. Some of them shouted as they tried to 

explain their wounds. Some of them tried to intimate the Special Police Force members with their 

status, and the entire area erupted in Chaos. 

A captain of the Special Police Force was perspiring heavily as he shouted: “Everyone remain calm. All 

we are doing is to detain you for half an hour. If there are no unforeseen changes, everyone may leave.” 

If these people were ordinary survivors, the Special Police Force members would have used their baton 

to knock out the teeth of the survivors to get them to shut up. But the Special Police Force members 

dare not to use force against these men who had connections to their superiors. 

“Bang!” 

At this time, from the side, there suddenly rang out a gunshot. A white dog was shot dead as the bullet 

tore a hole in its head. 

The captain of the Special Police Force turned his head and saw Yue Zhong holding a type 54 handgun, 

as he mercilessly shot the dog. 

“Oh, my precious! My darling!” A woman who was about 32 -33 years old, with fair skin suddenly wailed 

out aloud in a shrill moaning voice, as she rushed towards the corpse of her dog. 

Translator joke. 

Did anyone think of Gollum from Lord of the Rings? J 

The gorgeous woman’s eyes were bloodshot with rage, and at the same time, seemed to be full of grief. 

She rushed towards Yue Zhong, and tried to slap him. “You demon! You killed my precious! I will not 

forgive you!” 

The dog is her most treasured pet, and she had treated the dog like a daughter. Although this was after 

the apocalypse, the dog was still fed the most exceptional dog food. This high-class dog food was made 

from high-quality beef. If the dog food were placed in the survivor camp among the regular survivors, 

that would be a feast. For just a can of dog food, many men were willing to kill. 

“Fuck you! This thing has been infected. If I don’t kill it, it will kill you all.” Yue Zhong had been fighting 

all day since this morning, and had to travel around the Survivor camp to save as many people as 

possible. 

He had rushed all the way here to save the people in the Special Administrative Region from the Hunter, 

only to yelled at by a woman who could not differentiate if her pet was infected or not. His heart was 

too tired to remain calm. Anger burned within him as he easily dodged the slap and instead, slapped the 

woman. His slap knocked out several of her teeth. The woman’s face also immediately turned swollen. 

This rich lady was knocked down onto the ground, and her eyes were filled with disbelief. She pointed 

towards the captain of the Special Police Force and shouted loudly, “You dared to hit me? How dare 

you! Zhang Jie, if you still want to be the captain of the Special Police Force, you better arrest this 

bastard.” 



The Captain of the Special Police Force walked forwards with two more men. When they saw Yue 

Zhong’s face, they immediately turned pale and they walked towards the wealthy woman and discreetly 

whispered, “Madam Shi, this man is the Yue Zhong from Stone Horse village.” 

Listening to Zhang Jie words, the woman also turned pale. But with eyes full of poison she glared at Yue 

Zhong and screamed, “So what if you are Stone Horse village’s Yue Zhong? Does that mean you can 

anyhow hit anyone? You hit a woman, are you still a man? You are now in LongHai survivor camp and 

not Stone Horse Village. If you have the ability, come and kill me!” 

The woman is the wife of the Deputy Secretary of LongHai Survival Camp. If Yue Zhong kills anyone here, 

then the men holding power in LongHai Survival camp will not sit still. If he wants to work with the 

Survivor Camp, then she would not be in any danger. 

Yue Zhong just glanced at the woman and smiled. “Since you desired to die, I will grant you your wish!” 

Zhang Jie felt a chill and drew his gun and stood in front of that woman. He wants to prevent Yue Zhong 

from hurting anyone. 

Yue Zhong moved at the same time as Zhang Jie, and he kicked Zhang Jie. The force of his kick sent 

Zhang Jie flying for a few meters. 

“Oh shit!” Zhang Jie had just landed when he quickly get up. 

“Save me, Save me”, at the same time, the woman was screaming aloud. 

Zhang Jie turned his head and saw a zombie cat that was fanatically attacking the woman. With each 

bite, it tore apart a large chunk of the woman’s flesh. 

The woman eyes were filled with fear, and she sobbed as she tried to drive away the infected cat. But 

she was frail and weak, and try as she might, she could not shake off the infected cat. 

At the same time, all the other people in the area all avoided her and cleared the area near her. Not one 

of them was willing to help the woman. The zombie cat was infected and now carry the zombie virus. If 

the cat had scratched them, they would also be infected. Nobody was willing to do such a dangerous 

thing! 

Chapter 188: The Stage Turns 

 “Zombie Cat. Agility type. Special Skill: Viral infection.” 

Yue Zhong coldly stared at the zombie cat, and this information seemed to flash in front of his eyes. 

“Save me! Save me!” the gorgeous lady saw that the rest of the men had retreated to a safe distance 

away, and she despaired. She tried to fend off the cat while asking Yue Zhong for help. 

Yue Zhong just glanced at the struggling woman and stepped back, while replying “Sorry, saving you is 

not part of my mission.” 

Yue Zhong is a petty man who bore grudges, and he refused to save this woman who did not appreciate 

the fact that he had saved her from her infected dog. 
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Zhang Jie immediately shouted out a command to his men who were standing close by, “Kill the darn 

cat!” 

The man replied, “Captain Zhang, the cat is currently on top of Madam Shi’s body. We have no 

confidence that we can kill the cat without hurting Madam Shi.” 

The infected cat was on top of Madam Shi. If the men shoot the cat, there would be no guarantee that 

the bullet would not accidentally hit Madam Shi. 

Zhang Jie considered for a moment. He gritted his teeth before approaching Yue Zhong for help, “Yue 

Zhong, please help to kill the zombie cat. Not for her, but for the rest of the men. Please, I am begging 

you.” 

Right now, Yue Zhong is the only one capable of killing the zombie cat without hurting Madam Shi. 

Zhang Jie is not willing to risk his men’s life to attempt to save Mdm Shi, who had been infected with the 

zombie virus. He is also not prepared to shoot the cat and kill the cat and Madam Shi, at least not before 

Madam Shi had transformed into a zombie. He had no desire whatever to face the wrath of her 

husband. 

Yue Zhong glanced at Zhang Jie, and looked at the crowd of the frightened survivors. Then he stepped 

forwards, and a flash of light from his Tang Sabre appeared, and the zombie cat was chopped into two. 

“It hurts! I want a doctor! I want a doctor!” As soon as she discovered that the zombie cat was dead, she 

immediately cried out aloud, requesting for medical aid. By this time, her body was missing chunks of 

flesh, and she was covered with blood, scaring the onlookers. 

Yue Zhong looked the woman and immediately turned towards Zhang Jie. “She is already infected. You 

know that. Why didn’t you shoot her?” 

Zhang Jie face was fall of bitterness as he replied, “She is the wife of Secretary Gu. If I shot her before 

she turned into a zombie, I can forget about being a police officer.” 

Yue Zhong looked at the various animals in the Special Administrative Region, and raised his eyebrows 

as he advised, “In my opinion, you should shoot all the cats and dogs here. There is a high probability 

that these creatures are all infected with the zombie virus.” 

Translator Notes 

No….. Please don’t do this. I love dogs. I used to keep a dog.???? Does the author had anything against 

animals? 

The cat and the dogs transformed to turn into zombie very quickly once they are infected. And their 

changes are very scary. A standard zombie is level 1, but an infected cat is level 10. Just one infected cat 

was able to create chaos in the area. 

“I can’t do that! These cats and dogs are the pets of these influential men and women. Without the 

orders from the top, I cannot kill them.” 

Each of the men in the Special Administrative Region had high status and participated in the decision 

making of LongHai survival camp at the executive level. All of the men in the Special Police Force had no 

intention to offend anyone here, at least not without orders from their superiors. This matter concerned 



their survival – they might lose their job and starve to death like the commoners in LongHai Survivor 

Camp. 

Yue Zhong’s eyebrows twitched, but he did not say a word as he left the area. Right now, he is not Big 

Cliff village nor Stone Horse Village. In these two villages, just a word from Yue Zhong, and men will 

swiftly carry out the task. 

Currently, he is standing in LongHai Survivor Camp. Right now, the two parties are in a joint alliance to 

fight against the zombies. He is not willing to compromise their current partnership just because of a 

small matter. At this moment, Yue Zhong’s team could not withstand a horde of 100,000 zombies by 

themselves. The alliance is needed to fight against this formidable, common enemy. 

The Special Police Force will have their hands full circumnavigating the swamp of politics while keeping 

the residents safe. As far as he is concerned, he had already achieved what he had set out to do – kill the 

Hunter. Let these men deal with whatever else crop out. 

Seeing that Yue Zhong had turned to leave, Zhang Jie was about to say something, but he hesitated. In 

the end, he did not say anything and watched Yue Zhong as he left the area. 

As he returned to the East Gate which he guards, he found that several zombies had been thrown onto 

the wall, and was immediately hacked apart by the men guarding the gate. 

Yue Zhong silently observed the situation, and found that most of the zombies were your standard, 

everyday zombies, and posed little threat to these men. 

Only the evolved zombies could present problems for these men who were protected by their Water 

Python Snakeskin Armour. 

After watching for a while, he informed Kong Tianyu, “Please get the prisoners from the prisoners’ first 

platoon.” 

Kong Tian Yu immediately carried out the order, and very quickly, thirty-six prisoners of war arrived. 

Strongman Gao was also assigned to the first platoon. He and the rest of the prisoners stood in an 

orderly manner in front of Yue Zhong, and await Yue Zhong’s orders. 

Yue Zhong activated his Art of Fear skill. Instantly a terrifying aura emerged from him. 

All the prisoners were cowed by the skill, and felt as if they were tossed into the sea of zombies and 

being eaten alive. They could not stop trembling and shaking. 

“So scary! Is this Captain Yue’s power? It is really frightening.” Strongman Gao was a brave man, but 

under the effects of the Art of the Fear skill, he could not help feeling weak in his legs. He dropped onto 

the floor and panted heavily as he tried to fight off the fear. But his eyes reveal his fears. 

The rest of the prisoners did not fare any better. Many of them also collapsed onto the ground and 

whimpered in fear. Some of the men even peed in their pants. 

Seeing that all of the men had been cowed into submission, Yue Zhong deactivated his skill. He spoke, 

“All of you had committed grave crimes. Normally I would shoot you. But I made a promise that if you 

surrendered, I would not kill you. Now I give you a chance to redeem yourselves. All you have to do is to 



kill 30 zombies to redeem yourselves. Once you hit the target, I will grant you the same rights as an 

ordinary citizen, or maybe, you could be a warrior.” 

“Given your current strength, thirty zombies is not a small number. Most of you could not even reach 

this number with your current strength. Now, I will grant you the keys to unlock your potential. Take 

these items, and fight. Then you will grow stronger as you evolved. If you are willing to be my men and 

sell your lives to me, you will be well fed, have a home and even a wife!” 

As soon as he finished his speech, he waved his hand, and Thirty-six Tang Imitation Swords appeared in 

a pile in front of the men. 

Once Strongman Gao saw the weapon, his eyes flashed with a gleam of light, and immediately grabbed a 

sword. “This is a weapon from the [System]”, he thought 

Weapons from the System is a key to the door of evolution. Without items from the [System], even if 

they killed hundreds of zombies and mutant beasts, they will not evolve. 

All of the prisoners understood this point. They immediately picked up a Tang Imitation Sword, and their 

eyes shown their will to fight. If they fight, they will have a chance to grow stronger. The thought of 

growing stronger gave them the courage to take a risk. 

“Remember, do not touch any skill books, treasure boxes or coins that were drop! If you do, you will be 

shot!” 

“I recommend that after you have evolved, put your points on strength and stamina. Now, go and kill 

the zombies!” Yue Zhong pointed at the zombies on the wall. 

The prisoners shouted out a weird battle cry as they took a steel shield and Tang Imitation Sword and 

charged towards the wall. 

The third and fourth close combat team members retreated to rest. 

These prisoners madly and crazily hacked apart the zombies with a fierce passion. Most of the men had 

some experience in fighting the zombies, and were no longer afraid of these slow moving creatures. 

Now that they have a Tang Imitation Sword, they must kill zombies to evolve and grow stronger. In this 

post-apocalypse world, having more strength means a better life. 

After Zhao Xin had retreated, he asked Yue Zhong, “Captain Yue, why did you let us retreat?” 

Now that the wall does not have any evolved zombies, the third and fourth squad was having a merry 

time killing the zombies. To them, slaying a zombie was no different from killing a chicken or a dog. Also, 

they could gain experience orbs. Many men could not understand why Yue Zhong made this decision. 

Yue Zhong explained, “Our strength is currently too weak! We need to continuously strengthen our 

forces. You guys take a short rest first. We will need you and your team in battle again soon.” 

Zhao Xin did not quite understand, but still he led his men away to rest. 

“Skill book!” After killing a zombie, a skill book dropped from the corpse of the zombie. 



Once the skill book appears, all the men in the nearby area seemed to turn green with jealousy and 

greed. They crept nearer towards the skill book. One of the prisoners’ eyes appeared to be full of desire 

as he stretched out his hands in an attempt to grab the book. 

A skill book represents a powerful skill, and all of the men knew about this. The lure of power tempted 

many prisoners. 

“Bang!” a shot rang out. 

The prisoner who grabbed skill book suddenly had a bloody hole in his head, and as he collapsed, his 

eyes were filled with shock and disbelief. 

The rest of the prisoners were surprised, and they looked towards the direction where the bullet was 

fired from. They saw that there were men who had type 03 assault rifles pointed towards them. 

The prisoners’ heart turned cold, and they dare not even to take another glance at the skill book. 

Instead, they focused on killing more zombies. 

A soldier walked up and took the skill book and all the surrounding [System] coins. Many men also 

continuously dragged or tossed the corpses of zombies down the wall. 

Thankfully the zombies’ commander had no more new tactics and could only try to overwhelm the 

defenders with sheer numbers. Zombies after zombies were continuously lurched at the gates, and 

killed by the defenders. 

The corpses of these zombies were tossed into a massive bonfire. 

The battle continued until nightfall, and Yue Zhong rotated the prisoners, and newly trained soldiers to 

take turns to slay zombies. 

A few men were careless and were injured by the zombies and became infected. They were shot 

immediately. Most of the prisoners and newly trained soldiers had evolved to level 2. At the same time, 

they overcome their fear of the zombies. 

A typical human only needs to kill about three zombies with a weapon from the [System] to evolve to 

level 2. But the level 7 evolvers needs to kill tens of zombies to gain a level. For high-level evolvers like 

Yue Zhong, he needs to kill thousands of zombies to gain a level. 

Having the prisoners and the recruits use Tang Imitation Swords and take turns killing the zombie horde 

could raise their level quickly. To ensure that they could withstand the might of a 100,000 zombie army, 

Yue Zhong had no choice by to allow them to become evolvers. 

Chapter 189: The Sea of Zombies Temporary Retreats! 

After carefully observing the zombies, Yue Zhong suddenly activated his encompassing body armour 

skill. White Bone immediately merged with Yue Zhong to form a bone armour. Then he immediately 

ordered, “Fire all weapons!” 

Under Yue Zhong’s command, the men guarding the East Gate immediately let all hell break loose upon 

the sea of zombies. 
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Under the combined storm of the machine guns mixed with heavy artillery shells, many of the zombies 

seemed to drop down by the dozens. The carnage among the zombies was fields of wheat being 

harvested by sickles. Everywhere the bullet flew, zombies would drop down. Even the massive and 

extremely tough L2 zombies were also mowed down, as the armour penetrating bullets ripped holes in 

their bodies. 

“Cease Fire! All elite marksmen, support me with covering fire. Our target are the H1 zombies!” 

After Yue Zhong gave the order, he quickly stretches out his hand, and a bone spike reaches into the 

ground and quickly formed a bone ladder. With this bone ladder, he quickly descended the wall and 

faced the horde of zombies. 

Translator notes: 

Holy shit! Did he just do a Superman? 

Little Greenie was soaring in the sky when it spot an opportunity. It also took advantage of the bullet 

storm where most of the zombies were still struggling to get up. Like a bolt of green lightning, it tore 

apart an H1 zombie. 

As soon as Yue Zhong landed, he immediately rushed at full speed towards where the H1 zombies were. 

These H1 zombies who can shoot fireballs with devastating effectiveness are the greatest threat to Yue 

Zhong’s army. With the H1 zombies providing covering fireballs, the elite marksmen dare not to raise 

their heads too high to snipe at the zombies. Also, the power of the fireballs could not be disputed. Each 

fireball had the terrible destructive power that could bomb a jeep into oblivion. 

If these zombies continued to remain in the sea of zombies, even Yue Zhong’s team would have a hard 

time with them. 

Without the oppressive power of the hail of bullets, many of these zombies slowly picked themselves up 

from the ground. For those that had their body cut into halves, their upper body continued to crawl 

towards Yue Zhong. 

Translator notes: 

I thought the other zombies would trample on the zombies that were crawling on the ground. **Laughs 

out loud???? 

The area surrounding Yue Zhong was filling with the scene of zombies that were rising again. 

For each step that Yue Zhong took, he would involuntarily step on some limbs, rotten body parts or 

disgusting bits of shredded flesh. With the numerous zombies that were slowly getting up, it was as if 

Yue Zhong had stepped into hell. 

The L2 zombies recovered much faster than the normal zombies, and got up relatively quickly. They 

attempt to surround Yue Zhong. 

The group of H1 zombies also change their aim as they turned their heads towards Yue Zhong. 

The next second, Yue Zhong sense of danger kicked into overdrive as he sensed impending doom 

coming his way. He immediately activated his shadow steps skill. This skill grants him a massive increase 



in agility, and like a ghost, he seemed to disappear from the area as he navigated through the sea of 

zombies. 

Twenty fireballs emerged and shot towards Yue Zhong. 

Although his speed was outstanding, he did not manage to escape unscathed from chained attack. Two 

of the fireballs landed on his body. 

The Mutant King Rat hide armour managed to prevent the fireballs from piercing holes in his body, but 

even then, the force behind the two fireballs was no joking matter, as the impact sent Yue Zhong flying 

for 7 to 8 metres. Many of his bones were fractured, and he felt pain all over his body. 

If not for the fact that Yue Zhong’s body is thrice as sturdy as a typical human, even with the Mutant 

King Rat hide armour, this blow would have shattered all the bones in his body, killing him instantly. 

Translator Notes: 

What happened to White Bones? I thought Yue Zhong had combined with white bones and white bone 

is his armour? 

“Bang! Bang!” 

After the H1 zombies had fired their fireballs, the sounds of several gunshots rang out. One after 

another, holes suddenly appeared in the heads of the H1 zombies. Each H1 zombie that were hit 

collapsed lifelessly onto the ground. 

The snipers on the wall had engaged the H1 zombies and took the opportunity to snipe at them. 

Each H1 zombie may possess incredible attack power, but they were physically fragile. Even regular 

bullets can penetrate their bodies, not to mention the sniper’s specialised rounds. 

Each of the snipers had unerring accuracy. After three rounds of shots rang out, all of the H1 zombies 

had been decimated. 

But the hides of L2 zombies were too tough. Only at a very close range would the sniper rifles be 

effective. Or only specially made explosive bullets that would blow apart the head with each hit could 

hurt them. 

Yue Zhong had a limited supply of large-calibre shells and large-calibre sniper rifle bullets. Therefore, if 

there is no need to, he prefers not to let the shooters use these bullets to bomb the L2 zombies’ head. 

“Looks like when there is a chance, I must also improve my Vitality attribute as well.” Thought Yue 

Zhong. 

Yue Zhong crawled up from the ground, and equipped the Tang Sabre. With this weapon, he was easily 

able to cleave through the standard zombies around him. He was very pale. The bone where the fireball 

had struck is likely to be shattered. His clothes were in tatters, and the pain screamed out each time he 

swings his sabre. 

The Tang Sabre is much sharper than the Tang Imitation Sword by at last five times. It cut through the 

zombies like a hot knife through butter. 



The evolved L1, S1 and L2 zombies also surrounded Yue Zhong from all directions. 

On the wall, the sound of gunshots unceasingly rang out. Other than the L2 zombies, most of the 

evolved zombies were shot dead by the elite marksmen. 

Without the threat of H1 zombies, Little Greenie shows off his might. It dived and ripped off the head of 

an L2 zombie, and escaped before the slow zombies could retaliate. Then it repeated its actions on other 

L2 zombies. 

Yue Zhong charged at full speed towards the L2 zombie. In no time at all, he reached the front of an L2 

zombie 

A massive towering fist crushed towards Yue Zhong as the L2 zombie tried to smash the puny human in 

front of it into pieces. 

With a very slight movement, Yue Zhong managed to avoid the blow, and chopped his Tang Sabre at the 

neck of the L2 zombie. 

The sharpness of the sword and Yue Zhong’s enhance strength could only open a large hole in the neck, 

but did not manage to fully decapitate the L2 zombie. 

Another massive fist punched out towards Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong kept his sabre, and stepped aside, narrowly avoiding the death blow. 

“The L2 toughness is really extraordinary! Looks that a level 2 Tang Blade is not enough to finish off an 

L2 zombie. I need to have a much higher strength to cut off its head with one blow.” 

Yue Zhong used his superior speed to reach the back of the L2 zombie, and kicked at the L2 zombie with 

all his might. He was able to knock the L2 off balance and the L2 fell heavily to the floor, crushing a few 

zombies in its fall. He immediately stepped on the L2’s head and activated his Devil Fire skill, and burned 

the L2 head into ashes. 

Translator notes: 

It is real, man. He just took off his clothes and wore his red underwear. Using devil fire with his foot? 

Holy shit! 

Keeping the items that the L2 had dropped with a single swipe, Yue Zhong continued to wave his Tang 

Sabre, and easily cleaved apart an L1 and an S1 zombie that charged towards him. He then grabbed the 

opportunity to rush towards another L2 zombie. 

Like a panther, Yue Zhong used the L2 zombie’s legs as leverage to climb to the back of the L2 zombie. 

He reached out with a hand and placed it on the massive L2 zombie’s head. A blast of Devil Fire 

emerged, and the L2 zombie’s head also turned into ash. 

Without the threat of H1 zombies, under the protection of the snipers, Yue Zhong was like a shark in the 

sea of tiny fishes. 



There were too many zombies for Yue Zhong to avoid, and many zombies had managed to land a hit on 

him. However, the attack of the standard zombies could not even scratch the bone armour, while a 

swing of his Tang Sabre would readily cleave apart all but the mighty L2 zombies. 

Yue Zhong only dared to dive into the ocean of zombies as he had multiple layers of protective clothes. 

He had the bone armour that was formed from merging with White Bones. He had a Water Python 

Snakeskin Armour. Also, he was wearing the Mutant King Rat’s hide armour. As well, he was wearing a 

Level 3 vest from the system to protect him. With so many layers of protection, he was quite safe, even 

among the horde of zombies. Without these protections, he would had long been infected with the 

zombie virus and turned into one of them. 

As Yue Zhong used his Devil Fire to burn off the head of the 20th L2 zombie, suddenly the sea of zombie 

seemed to retreat like it was experiencing low tide. 

The evolved zombies were the fastest to run. They ran at the head of the pack, as if spearheading the 

retreat. These evolved zombies are the main weapons that the Z series of commander zombie use to kill 

the men. Without the evolved zombies, it would be tough, if not impossible to destroy the walls of the 

Survivor Camp. 

Little Greenie was not going to let go of this excellent opportunity. Like Yue Zhong, it had no qualms 

about stabbing retreating zombies in the back. It rapidly drove down like lightning on the retreating 

zombies, and managed to slay three more L2 zombies before flying back to the city wall in satisfaction. 

It is unclear that there were how many H1 zombies among the sea of zombies, but Yue Zhong was not 

willing to risk the life of Little Greenie to find out. 

Looking at the retreating zombies, Yue Zhong finally heaved a sigh of relief. He used another bone spike 

to create a bone ladder to return to the top of the wall. 

After the wave of zombies were driven back, it is time to examine the loss and gains, clear up the 

battlefield, eat and rest, and so on. 

After the first day of battle, the entire survival camp had destroyed close to 15,000 zombies. But at the 

same, more than 400 men were lost. The West, North and South gates had lost the most number of 

men. Most of those who perished were killed in new tactics that launched the first wave of zombies, 

where the S2 zombies, Hunter zombies and L1 zombies attacked in force. After these zombies had been 

taken care of, the number of men who fell in battle dropped significantly. 

But this fight was very costly for the LongHai Survival Camp regarding resources. In the span of one day, 

about one-third of the ammunitions were spent. The biggest waste of ammo was when Lei Cheng’s new 

troops did not have much combat experience, and madly fired at the zombies from afar, losing an 

enormous number of bullets. After the evolvers and survivors had entered the fray, the wastage of 

ammunition was kept to a minimum. 

In this battle, Yue Zhong had gained 13 skill books, 42 white colour treasure box, 4 green colour treasure 

box, and 2,000 [System coins]. 

Of the 13 treasure books, There were: 

Two Level 1 “Earth spike” skill book. 



One Level 2 “High-speed movement.” 

One level 2 “Solid as rocks.” 

One level 2 “Mastery of languages.” 

One level 3 “Night Vision.” 

Three level 1 skill book, “Accelerate.” 

Three level 1 skill book, “Summon Skeleton.” 

One level 3 skill book, “Illusion”. 

Of the 42 white colour treasure box, 10 of the boxes were empty. The rest of boxes yield 20 Tang 

Imitation Swords, 2 level 1 protective vest, three pairs of white gloves, three pairs of strength 

enchanting shoes, and two sticks of beginner’s staff. 

The four green boxes yield a level 2 Tang Sabre, a level 2 protective vest, a level 2 white cloak and a level 

3 strength enhancing ring. 

Level 1 Earth Spike: You may summon a 2 m spike of earth of attack your enemies. Cost 6 spiritual 

power points. The non-mage class may only cast this spell once a day, unless the user level the skill up to 

level 2. Will consume 100 [System] coins if you learn this skill. 

Level 2 Solid as rocks. Using this skill will allow you to increase your Endurance by 30 points for 30 

seconds. Using this skill will cost 15 stamina points. 

Level 3 Night Vision. Allow you to see in the dark. Passive skill. 

Level 1 skill: Summon Skeleton. This skill will summon a weak skeleton to fight alongside you. Each 

summons will cost 5 points of Spiritual Power. You are limited to summoning five skeletons. 

Level 3 Ability: Illusion- this skill can make enemies panic and create chaos and confusion among 

enemies. Activating this skill will cost 5 points of Spiritual Power and 5 points of stamina. Each second of 

maintaining this spell will drain 4 points of spiritual power. This skill is not effective against creatures 

who have more spiritual power than yourself. The greater the difference between your spiritual power 

and your target’s spiritual power, the more effective the illusion seemed to be. 

“Level 2 item: White cloak. Wearing this clock increase your Endurance by +3.” 

“Level 3 item: Strength enhancing ring. Wearing this ring increase your strength by +6.” 

Chapter 190: Lei Cheng fled! 

Yue Zhong gave all the items to his men, but he kept the Strength Enhancing Ring, and the White Cloak. 

Having received the skill book and items, Yue Zhong’s men seemed to grow in power. Ji Qing Wu’s Tang 

Imitation Sword had been swapped with the much sharper Tang Sabre. With her enhance cutting-edge 

skill, even the Mutant Rat King would find it hard to resist being slice apart by her skill. 

That night, after Yue Zhong had his dinner, he brought the first team and the second team to observe 

the situation. The Z series of zombies had suddenly displayed intelligence and was able to use the 
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evolved zombie to spread chaos among the defenders. If not for the powerful evolvers in the Yue 

Zhong’s team guarding the East gate, the Survivor Camp would have fallen by now. 

Yue Zhong dared not to underestimate the Z series zombie. The Z series zombie may not be as smart as 

humans, but with an army of 100,000 zombies; it could overwhelm the defenders with sheer numbers. 

Just one mistake and the Survivor Camp would be overrun. 

In a large villa, Lei Cheng looked at his son Lei Sheng, and asked, “Have you finished your preparations?” 

Lei Sheng raises his eyebrows as he spoke, “Dad, do we really need to do this? Now, we should still be 

able to hold on.” 

Lei Cheng scolded his son, “You idiot! Had you not seen the reality? If we go on, all our men will be 

killed. Even if we protected the Survivor Camp, if all are men are killed, there is no meaning to this. 

While we may not necessary need to leave, we need to make the appropriate preparations so that in the 

case of emergencies, we will be ready to flee.” 

Lei Sheng immediately fled from the room, “I will immediately make the necessary preparations.” 

Lei Cheng sighed. He stood up from the chair and walked towards the window. He stared at the moon 

outside, and his eyes seemed to flash with countless thoughts. 

Under the cover of that night, although all seemed to be calm in LongHai Survivor Camp, under the 

facade, the schemes and ploys of men were set in motion. 

In the morning, at the first light, the sea of zombie returned like the high tide, and surround the area on 

all sides. 

Translator notes: 

Zombies do not need light to see. I do not understand why zombie retreat at night and attack in the day. 

LOL. 

With the benefit of their previous experience, all the commanders guarding the gates only allow their 

men to shoot at the zombies, and aim for the head of the zombies. The zombies were nothing but target 

practice for the new soldiers to gain more shooting experience. 

“What is happening? Why are there no evolved zombies?” Yue Zhong observed the situation, and 

immediately discovered something is wrong. Although there are throngs of zombies there, there was no 

sight of a single massive L2 zombie. 

Without any L2 zombies, the standard zombies did not pose any threat to the soldiers. And were 

nothing more than target practice for Yue Zhong’s men. 

Just as Yue Zhong could not make heads or tails of the situation, at the West Gate, suddenly over 160 L2 

zombies and L1 zombies appeared. They host up over 70 H1 zombies. 

As soon as the 70 zombies appeared, only 10 of these zombies fired the fireballs. These fireballs burn 

with searing intensity, and in a short while, three new soldiers and two snipers were turned into ash. 



The 160 L2 zombies immediately caught S1 zombies near them and hurled them towards the top of the 

wall. 

In a few moments, suddenly slightly over 100 S1 zombies were successfully launched at the wall. 

In the west gate, there were three evolvers and 46 survivors wielding machetes. 

The defender killed only slightly more than ten S1 zombies. The rest of S1 zombies were like an 

unstoppable tornado as they ripped into the ranks of the evolvers and the survivors. Along the way, the 

defenders who were in the way of these whirlwinds of death were promptly torn to shreds. 

As the S1 zombies reached the ranks of the men, they used their claws to stab at the soft belly of the 

men, and then gorge on the intestines and stomach that spilled out from the wounds. The survivors that 

did not die from the hit howled in agony, and their screams lowered the morale of the other survivors. 

Seeing how fierce and scary these S1 zombies were, the rest of the survivors lost their will to fight and 

rushed down the wall like a torrent of water. 

“Damn it! The situation had developed accordingly to what my dad had predicted!” Lei Sheng thought. 

Seeing this situation, Lei Cheng turned pale and immediately grabbed Xu Zhenggang by the collar, and 

shouted out aloud, “Platoon Leader Xu, I command you to hold the fort. Even if all the men were killed, 

and you are the only defender left, you must not allow these things to enter the Survivor camp. Do you 

understand?” 

Xu Zhenggang face was full of determination as he replied, “Yes, Commander Lei!” 

As Xu Zhenggang returned to the camp, Lei Cheng immediately sat in a military jeep and drove off. 

Not long after, the doors of the South Gate was opened wide, and 5 IFVs, 12 machine guns installed car, 

26 hummers, 12 Dongfeng lorries, 7 modified bus, and four tankers sped out of the LongHai Survival 

Camp. 

Looking at the vehicles, numerous zombies surrounded the vehicles, and sought to block the road in 

front of the cars. 

The type ZSL92 armour IFV [1] was covered in thick armour. Along the way, it flung aside all the ordinary 

zombies as it knocked them down and crushed them underfoot. Regular zombies could not penetrate 

the armour of this vehicle. 

Under the might of the IFVs, the standard zombies could not even have the strength to resist. The 

reason the military could clear Longhai survivor camp of zombies was, in no small part, due to the might 

of these vehicles. 

The vehicles behind closely followed after the bloody path that the IFVs had open up, and escaped out 

of the survivor camp. 

Once the vast number of cars left, they left the south gate wide opened, and massive swarms of zombies 

entered into the city. 



“Captain Yue! Captain Yue! Lei Cheng had fled with his men!” Just when Yue Zhong was suspicious of the 

behaviour of the zombies, the walkie-talkie suddenly ranged out. From the other end was the voice of a 

team member who was shocked and disappointed. 

“Damn this bastard!!!” hearing this report, it was like a bomb had detonated inside Yue Zhong’s head. 

Lei Cheng may not be a good man, but his military soldiers are not to be underestimated. If not for Lei 

Cheng’s putting in all his strength to resist the zombie invasion, it is likely the zombies would have 

overwhelmed the survivor camp on its first day. Yue Zhong could not hope to defend the entire camp by 

himself. His men may be top notched, but he did not have enough men. 

“Which gate did he escaped from? What is the situation there?” With great difficulty, Yue Zhong forced 

himself to remain calm, and asked the one who reported the situation. 

If all three gates were breached, Yue Zhong could only immediately led his men to leave the area. 

Without the walls, nothing is stopping the zombies. Without preparations, there is no hope of fighting a 

100,000 zombie army. 

“The South Gate is lost. A massive number of zombies had entered the city, and it is chaos in the city.” 

“I understand!” 

As soon as the sound had stopped, from the walkie talkie came the urgent voice of Xu Zhenggang. “Yue 

Zhong, I am Xu Zhenggang. The situation in the West gate is critical, I could only hold on for five more 

minutes. I need your help!” 

Yue Zhong replied, “You hold on for five more minutes. Within 5 minutes, I will definitely bring men and 

arrive to help you!” 

He immediately made his decision: “Kong Tianyu, Chen Shi Tou, Zhao Xing, Xiao Ming. The four of you 

bring all your men with you to the South gate. Lang Zi, bring two squad with you and follow Kong Tianyu. 

Your job is to maintain order. If you see anyone setting fire or robbing or raping, etc., kill them 

immediately!” 

“Ji Qing Wu, Bai He and I will bring the first, third and fourth evolvers squad to support Xu Zhenggang. 

Wang Shuang, you are the highest ranked commander over here. If there are any refugees, accept them. 

Check for any injuries and shoot them if you suspect that they are infected. Also, kill any animals you see 

immediately!” 

After giving out the commands, Yue Zhong brought four teams of evolvers towards the West Gate. 

Along the way, there were chaos everywhere. The survivors had gone crazy and lost all hope. They begin 

to kill, rob, commit arson, snatch items, rape, etc. It was as if all hell had broken loose, and the worse of 

humanity had emerged. 

Looking at the zombie entering the city, most of the survivors had lost all hope. They could not see 

tomorrow, and were carrying out their darkest desires. 

A man’s eyes were red as he ripped apart a woman’s clothes, as if he intended to rape her in front of 

everyone in board daylight. 



The woman screamed for help, and was in tears, as she shouted with her might, but nobody appeared 

to help her. Instead, her screams brought forward two more men who were similarly driven insane with 

lust. 

Looking at the two men, the first men just smiled, and said, “Let’s gang rape her.” 

The two men nodded their heads, and rushed forwards. One of them tore off the rest of the clothes of 

the woman, while the other men took off his pants. 

“Bang!” A shot rang out. One of the would-be rapists collapsed as a bullet hole emerged from his head. 

Looking at the dead man, the other two men, immediately fled in all directions. 

The woman who was saved looked up and saw a car driving pass at high speed, and it did not show any 

intention of stopping. 

Yue Zhong had killed the man, but he did not step up to save the woman. Because right how, the 

situation is critical. He needs to bring men to support Xu Zhenggang. He did not have the luxury of time 

to stop the car and rescue the woman. He could only leave this task for Lang Zi and his team. 

Very quickly, Yue Zhong brought his men towards the west gate. 

At this time, many of the guns had turned white hot from overuse. The IFV had stopped firing. Flame 

King Gu continuously launched fireballs after fireballs to kill S1 zombies. 

The steel wire net and the steel wire trap had rendered great service, as the net caught several high-

speed S1 zombies. Some S1 zombies fell prone as they tripped on the steel wire trap. The men quickly 

killed each S1 that were trapped. 

 


